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Abstract

The holographic principle has played a crucial role in studying quantum gravity.

In particular, holographic correspondences associated with boundary conformal field

theories (BCFT), CFT defined on a manifold with boundaries, have attracted much

attention in recent years. The reason is that a BCFT has two equivalent gravity duals.

The first one is obtained by introducing an end-of-the-world brane, which plays the

role of the boundary on the gravity side, to the gravity side of standard AdS/CFT.

The correspondence between the first gravity dual and the BCFT is called AdS/BCFT.

The second gravity dual is obtained by applying the Karch-Randall brane-world holog-

raphy to the first one, which will result in a dynamical AdS gravity coupled to a

non-gravitational region. Such an equivalence between three theories is called double

holography. The novel point of double holography is one can observe non-perturbative

quantum effects in the second gravity dual while keeping the first gravity dual classical.

Therefore, in this framework, one can use tools from both BCFT and classical gravity

to study the quantum effects of gravity.

As a field theory, the BCFT ends at the boundary (the end of the world). However,

by comparing the BCFT and its second gravity dual, it looks like quantum gravity

arises from and goes beyond the end of the world. In this dissertation, we study several

aspects and developments of AdS/BCFT and double holography. We start with setups

with timelike boundaries. We will first introduce a conformal map method to study

dynamics associated with moving boundaries, the so-called moving mirror setups, in

2D CFT. We will also explain how studies of black holes using moving mirrors in old

days can be related to recent developments of the island formula via AdS/BCFT and

double holography. Then we will move on to a new holographic setup called wedge

holography, which is realized by introducing two parallel end-of-the-world branes in the

gravity dual of AdS/BCFT. While a wedge-like region is left on the gravity side, this

construction causes a dimensional reduction on the field theory side and results in a

codimension-two holography. After that, we focus on the causal structures in double

holography. In particular, we show that the causality in BCFT is protected, but that in

the second gravity dual is broken in a certain way for consistency. Then we will move

on to introduce a new quantum informational quantity called pseudo entropy, which

is a generalization of entanglement entropy to post-selection setups. We will end up

discussing BCFT with spacelike boundaries where pseudo entropy naturally appears.

We will see how AdS/BCFT provides not only a tool for analyzing setups with spacelike

boundaries but also a strong motivation related to dS holography for doing so.
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1 Introduction and Summary

As one of the most ancient subjects, the aim of theoretical physics is clear and simple. Theo-

retical physicists attempt to use languages as simple as possible to explain their observations

of nature, describe how the universe runs, and efficiently make correct predictions of the

real world. Such a language turns out to be a theoretical model. Since we only have one

real world, or at least we usually assume so, the developments of theoretical physics usually

come along with unifications of different models into a new one that consistently includes old

ones. The unification of gravity and spacetime curvature into general relativity by Einstein

is a good example. General relativity, together with quantum theory, are two of the most

important ingredients in modern physics established in the early 20th century.

In the theoretical physics of the 21st century, one of the most important yet challenging

problems is to construct a theory of quantum gravity, which is a unification of quantum

theory and gravity described by general relativity, and give testable predictions from it.

Nowadays, the holographic principle [1, 2] plays a significant role in the studies of quantum

gravity. The holographic principle states that a theory of quantum gravity, even though we

do not know how to precisely describe it, should be equivalent to a lower dimensional non-

gravitational quantum theory. The most well-studied example is the equivalence between

quantum gravity in a (d+1)-dimensional asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetime (AdS) and

a d-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT) living on its boundary, the so-called AdS/CFT

correspondence [3]. Here, AdS is a spacetime with a negative cosmological constant, and

CFT is a class of quantum theory that describes certain many-body systems. Once the

precise correspondences between AdS and CFT are perfectly revealed, one will be able to

use well-understood non-gravitational quantum theory to formulate and analyze mysterious

quantum gravity. In other words, the problem of quantum gravity will be automatically

solved. Therefore, working on understanding AdS/CFT better is a crucial key to exploring

quantum gravity.

Despite its great success, there are still many big issues with the current stage of studies on

quantum gravity using AdS/CFT. First, although AdS/CFT is in principle a correspondence

between quantum AdS gravity and CFT, it is examined almost only in the classical limit.

The classical limit is a special case where gravity is effectively described by general relativity.

Second, even at the classical AdS limit, the dictionary that tells us which object in AdS

corresponds to which object in CFT is not completely understood. Third, according to
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experimental observations, our universe has a small but positive cosmological constant and

is hence well-approximated by de Sitter spacetime (dS) but not AdS. However, holography

associated with dS [4,5] is much less well-understood.

In this dissertation, we will focus on two main topics which play crucial roles in solving

the above issues recently.

The first topic is a generalization of AdS/CFT called AdS/BCFT [6, 7]. Here, BCFT

stands for boundary CFT [8], which is CFT defined on a manifold with boundaries. In

general, the presence of boundaries will break the conformal symmetries holden by the orig-

inal CFT. Therefore, we consider boundary conditions that maximally preserve conformal

symmetries for BCFT. In other words, BCFT describes a world where there is an end of

space. Corresponding to the boundaries on the BCFT side, its AdS gravity dual should also

contain objects that play a role of boundaries. In standard bottom-up approaches [6,7] of the

AdS/BCFT correspondence, such “boundaries” are realized by the so-called end-of-the-world

branes, which are dynamical codimension-1 objects. So far, it seems that AdS/BCFT is just a

straightforward extension of AdS/CFT. The reason why AdS/BCFT is getting more and more

attention in studying quantum gravity is because it admits another alternative but equivalent

“intermediate” description which captures quantum features of gravity [9]. The intermedi-

ate description is a setup in which an AdS gravity is coupled to a non-gravitational heat

bath. The correspondence between the intermediate description and the fully gravitational

description in the higher dimension has been known as the Karch-Randall holography [9] in

a different context. The novel equivalence between these three descriptions is called double

holography [10], and it has opened a window to study quantum gravity. One example in

which the application of double holography played an important role is the discovery of the

island formula [10], which partially resolves the information paradox proposed by Hawking

in 1970s [11–13] in a series of recent progress on this problem [14–18].

The second topic is the application of quantum information methods to AdS/CFT. Nowa-

days, quantum information is becoming a common language in different fields of theoretical

physics including high energy theory and condensed matter theory. Starting from the discov-

ery of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [19,20], which relates geometric quantities in AdS gravity

and the entanglement entropy in CFT, quantum information methods have been playing

important roles in expanding the AdS/CFT dictionary. This is very natural since AdS/CFT

is an equivalence between two quantum theories, which means the dictionary is about how
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the quantum information on the one side is encoded on the other side.

After presenting some basics on these topics, we study several different aspects of them

[21–29]. The topics treated in this dissertation are summarized as follows.

Moving Mirrors and Hawking Radiation (Chapter 3)

Moving mirror models [30] are quantum field theories defined on manifolds with a moving

boundary. While there is no dynamical gravity involved in these models, it is known that

certain moving mirrors can mimic Hawking radiation. It is easy to intuitively understand

this point if one considers a free scalar field. In this case, the outgoing wave will experience a

Doppler effect while the ingoing wave will not. Therefore, a moving mirror will emit thermal

radiation. However, it is not clear how a moving mirror model can be regarded as a black

hole background with dynamical gravity.

We extend the BCFT formulation to those with moving boundaries in 2-dimension and

compute physical quantities such as the energy-stress tensor and entanglement entropy in

these setups. We will also show that, with the help of AdS/BCFT and double holography,

one can indeed relate moving mirror setups to those with dynamical gravity coupled to a

heat bath. These are exactly the setups where the island formula [10] is discovered. In this

sense, we show how the old idea of moving mirrors is equivalent to the new idea of the island

model.

This part is based on our publications [24,25].

Wedge Holography (Chapter 4)

In the AdS/BCFT correspondence, the gravity side contains end-of-the-world branes in

it. The branes enrich the physics one can possibly realize. We consider combining two

branes in a certain way in the AdS/BCFT correspondence. More precisely, we take the two

branes to be parallel to each other and keep the distance between them as a constant. Then,

in this case, the asymptotic boundary of the AdS spacetime will experience a dimensional

reduction, i.e. it will lose one dimension. Therefore, by combining two branes in this way,

we can realize a codimension-2 holography, in the sense that the BCFTd reduces to CFTd−1

while the gravity side is kept to be always (d+1)-dimension. Since the gravity side in this case

looks like a wedge, we call such a setup wedge holography. The wedge holography provides

a new construction of holographic correspondence and contributes to many aspects of the

study of both holography and quantum gravity.
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This part is based on our publication [22].

Causal Structures in Double Holography (Chapter 5)

The causal structure is always one nontrivial point to check in a boundary-bulk type

duality. Let us take the AdS/CFT correspondence as an example. The CFT is defined

on the asymptotic boundary of the AdS spacetime. In this case, for the AdS/CFT to be

consistent, two points which are spacelike separated on the boundary should not be causally

connected in the bulk, otherwise, the causality of the boundary theory, i.e. the CFT, would be

broken. However, this statement is a rather nontrivial one if one forgets about AdS/CFT and

only looks at the AdS gravity, and it needs to be shown without any inputs from AdS/CFT.

Indeed, this has been already shown to be true under some reasonable assumptions [31,32].

On the other hand, for a given bulk-boundary type duality which is not well understood,

studying the causal structure will help us know more about the duality. We study the

causal structure in double holography. Double holography, as a correspondence between three

equivalent pictures, includes at least two bulk-boundary type dualities: AdS/BCFT and the

Karch-Randall holography. We show that the causal structure in the higher dimensional

bulk is compatible with the causality on the BCFT side in AdS/BCFT. However, in the

Karch-Randall holography, there exist causal shortcuts in the bulk, which means that the

corresponding boundary theory has an intrinsic nonlocality. We will also discuss the physical

consequences of the phenomenon observed here.

This part is based on our publication [27].

Pseudo Entropy and its Application (Chapter 6)

The Ryu-Takayanagi formula [19, 20] relates certain codimension-2 surfaces in the AdS

gravity with the entanglement entropy on the CFT side. However, one may wonder what is

the corresponding object on the CFT side of more general codimension-2 surfaces. Motivated

by this question, we generalize the notion of entanglement entropy to post-selection setups,

and propose a new quantum informational quantity called pseudo entropy. After revealing

the basic properties of pseudo entropy in general quantum systems, we will study the behavior

of pseudo entropy in quantum many-body systems and see that it is useful when discussing

quantum phase transition.

This part is based on our publication [21,23,26].
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Spacelike Boundaries, dS Branes and Holography (Chapter 7)

The notion of BCFT is formulated on Euclidean manifolds with boundaries or Lorentzian

manifolds with timelike boundaries. However, one may wonder what if we have spacelike

boundaries. This kind of setup is hard to treat with conventional technics of BCFT. Besides,

at the first glance, it seems that we do not have a strong motivation to study such setups.

The situation turns out to be different when one takes holography into consideration. The

gravity dual of a Lorentzian BCFTd with a timelike boundary corresponds to an AdSd+1 with

an end-of-the-world brane which turns out to be AdSd. This is related to AdS brane-world

holography. On the other hand, if one changes the boundary of the BCFT into a spacelike

one, the end-of-the-world-brane in the AdSd+1 bulk will turn into a dSd brane, and is related

to dS brane-world holography [33, 34]. Therefore, studying the extensions of BCFT with

spacelike boundaries is expected to open a window to the dS holography.

We examine such cases and explain how holography provides a route to extend BCFT

to those with spacelike boundaries. We will also study the holographic pseudo entropy

associated with such setups. This part is based on our publication [22].
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2 Backgrounds and Preliminaries

In this chapter, we review the background knowledge of this dissertation. We will start from

the boundary conformal field theories [8] and then move on to AdS/BCFT [6,7]. Related to

this, we will also review the Karch-Randall brane-world holography [9] and see how they are

combined into the so-called double holography [10]. At the end of this chapter, we will review

the basics of entanglement entropy, and how they are computed in holographic setups [19,20].

We will mainly focus on the case where the dimension on the field theory side is 2, and that

on the gravity side is 3. When we talk about the results in general dimensions, we will denote

the dimension as d and d+ 1, respectively.

2.1 Boundary Conformal Field Theory

In this section, we review some basic perspectives of boundary conformal field theories. For

simplicity, we will consider Euclidean formulations in this section. Corresponding Lorentzian

setups can be obtained straightforwardly via analytic continuation.

Boundary conformal field theories (BCFT) [8] are conformal field theories that are defined

on manifolds with boundaries, but not all such theories are BCFT. The existence of bound-

aries will break conformal symmetries holden by the original CFT, but only those maximally

preserve the conformal symmetries are called BCFT. In 2D, it is known that the following

boundary condition

T (z)− T̄ (z̄) = 0, (2.1)

can maximally preserve the conformal symmetries. Here, T (z) (T̄ (z)) is the chiral (anti-

chiral) part of the energy-stress tensor. This boundary condition is often called the Cardy

boundary condition [8].

In a standard CFT, all the information can be determined by the conformal symmetry and

the following three ingredients: the central charge c, the conformal weights of the primary

operators, and the operator product expansion (OPE) coefficients between them [35]. In a

BCFT, besides these ingredients inherited from the original CFT, there are also some new

ingredients due to the existence of the boundary. The first one is the partition function

evaluated on the unit disk with radius 1,

g = ⟨I⟩disk . (2.2)
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Here, I is the identity operator. The disk partition function is often called the g function and

reflects the property of the boundary condition a. For later convenience, let us introduce the

boundary entropy Sbdy as

Sbdy = log g. (2.3)

Moreover, besides the primary operators inherited from the original CFT, those living on

the boundaries should be treated separately. These two sets of operators are called the bulk

primaries and the boundary primaries respectively. As a result, besides OPE coefficients

inherited from the original CFT, one should also have the coefficients when expanding the

product of two boundary operators with the sum of boundary operators, and those when

expanding one bulk operator with the sum of boundary operators.

An important feature of BCFT is that the correlation functions in a BCFT can be com-

puted using the so-called doubling trick or mirror method [8]. For example, if we consider

a BCFT defined on an upper half plane (UHP) Imz ≥ 0, then the correlation function of

a local operator O(z = z0, z̄ = z̄0) which can be decomposed into the chiral part and the

antichiral part as

O(z = z0, z̄ = z̄0) = O(z = z0)Ō(z̄ = z̄0), (2.4)

can be computed in the following way:

⟨O(z = z0, z̄ = z̄0)⟩UHP ∝ ⟨O(z = z0)Ō(z = z̄0)⟩C . (2.5)

In other words, we can regard the boundary as a mirror that maps the antichiral part on the

UHP to the chiral part on the lower half plane, and compute the chiral correlation functions

on the whole plane C. This holds also for multi-point functions. For more general manifolds

other than UHP, one can simply use the conformal map to relate it to an UHP and then get

the answer.

2.2 The AdS/BCFT Correspondence

The AdS/BCFT correspondence [6, 7] is a bottom-up construction of the gravity dual of

BCFT. In this section, we review the basic construction of AdS/BCFT. Considering the

usage of AdS/BCFT in this dissertation, we use the Lorentzian signature in this section.
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Consider a BCFT defined on a manifold Σ with timelike boundaries ∂Σ. In the AdS/BCFT

construction, the action of the gravity dual is given by

Ibulk =
1

16πGN

∫
M

√−g(R− 2Λ) +
1

8πGN

∫
Σ

√−γB +
1

8πGN

∫
Q

√
−h(−K − T ). (2.6)

Here, (M, gµν) is the gravity dual, which is a portion of a (d+1)-dimensional asymptotically

AdS spacetime (AAdS). Its boundary contains two parts ∂M = Σ ∪ Q with ∂Σ = ∂Q.

Besides the standard asymptotic boundary Σ on which the BCFT is defined, Q is a new

ingredient appearing in AdS/BCFT and is called an end-of-the-world brane. gµν , γij and hab

are metrics of M, Σ and Q, respectively. Bij and Kab are the extrinsic curvatures of Σ and

Q, respectively. Note that here our convention of normal vectors is to let the normal vector

of Σ point toward the outside of M, while the normal vector of Q points toward the inside

of M. T is a parameter called the tension of Q, which roughly corresponds to the mass of

the end-of-the-world brane. While both Σ and Q are boundaries of M, their difference is as

follows. Taking the variation with respect to the boundary term, we have

δIbulk =
1

16πGN

∫
Σ

√−γ δγij(Bij −Bγij). (2.7)

There are two choices to let the variation be zero. One is to take δγij = 0, and another one

is to take (Bij−Bγij) = 0. These two boundary conditions are called the Dirichlet boundary

condition and the Neumann boundary condition, respectively. On Σ, we impose the Dirichlet

boundary condition. The variation at the vicinity of Q looks very similar, but we take the

Neumann boundary condition on Q instead. The precise boundary condition turns out to be

Kab −Khab − Thab = 0. (2.8)

While we need to in general consider quantum gravity, i.e. the gravitational path integral over

all possible configurations, in the bulk theory, we can approximate the whole path integral

with an on-shell configuration in the semiclassical limit GN → 0. This is the regime we are

going to consider. See figure 1 for a sketch of the AdS/BCFT correspondence.

2.3 Karch-Randall Brane-world and Double Holography

In the spirit of holographic principle [1,2], it is considered that a gravitational theory should

be equivalent to some theory on its “boundary”. However, there are no strict requirements
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<latexit sha1_base64="GACShvMCUo2GO29ukOL8Zio7bTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GACShvMCUo2GO29ukOL8Zio7bTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GACShvMCUo2GO29ukOL8Zio7bTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GACShvMCUo2GO29ukOL8Zio7bTw=">AAACdnichVHNSltBGD25thpTa6JuBEFCY9quwnfdKK5ENy5jYkzASJh7O6ZD7h/3TiIafAFfwIV0UUFFfAw3voCLPELp0kK76KJfbi6UKm2/YWbOnPnON2dmrMBRkSYapIyxFy/HJ9KTmVdTr6ezuZnZ3cjvhras2b7jhw1LRNJRnqxppR3ZCEIpXMuRdauzOdyv92QYKd/b0UeB3HdF21MHyhaaqVZuZqkZiFAr4eSbVdV2xVIrV6ASxZF/DswEFJBE2c9do4kP8GGjCxcSHjRjBwIRtz2YIATM7aPPXMhIxfsSJ8iwtstZkjMEsx0e27zaS1iP18OaUay2+RSHe8jKPIr0QDf0SPd0S1/o519r9eMaQy9HPFsjrQxa2dP56vf/qlyeNT7+Vv3Ts8YBVmOvir0HMTO8hT3S947PHqtrlWL/LV3QV/b/mQZ0xzfwet/sy21ZOUeGP8B8+tzPwe5yyaSSub1cWN9IviKNBbzBe37vFaxjC2XU+NxDfMIVrlM/jEWjaLwbpRqpRDOHP8KgXxEXkE0=</latexit>

AdSd+1/BCFTd
<latexit sha1_base64="oXs+5TGPuaZsbNfmQMB+poc6Bms=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXs+5TGPuaZsbNfmQMB+poc6Bms=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXs+5TGPuaZsbNfmQMB+poc6Bms=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXs+5TGPuaZsbNfmQMB+poc6Bms=">AAACh3ichVG7SgNBFD2u7/iK2gg2wagIQrybQoOVDxBLNUYFlbC7mejivtjdBHRJL/6AhZWCiAi22tv4AxZ+glgq2Fh4d7MgKuodZubMmXvunJlRHUP3fKLHBqmxqbmlta090dHZ1d2T7O1b8+yKq4mCZhu2u6EqnjB0SxR83TfEhuMKxVQNsa7uzYf761Xherptrfr7jtg2lR1LL+ua4jNVTA4FW66Zmi3la8PFoDQu14YnImZufmE1onhIpilDUaR+AjkGacSxZCcvsIUSbGiowISABZ+xAQUet03IIDjMbSNgzmWkR/sCNSRYW+EswRkKs3s87vBqM2YtXoc1vUit8SkGd5eVKYzQA13SC93TFT3R+6+1gqhG6GWfZ7WuFU6x52gg//avyuTZx+6n6k/PPsrIRV519u5ETHgLra6vHhy/5KdXRoJROqNn9n9Kj3THN7Cqr9r5slg5QYI/QP7+3D/BWjYjU0ZezqZn5uKvaMMghjDG7z2FGSxiCQU+9xDXuMGt1C5NSJNSrp4qNcSafnwJafYDmGaVSA==</latexit>

M
<latexit sha1_base64="NRndlfqGam0mc8rgB2fam8GHEPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NRndlfqGam0mc8rgB2fam8GHEPo=">AAACcHichVHLLgRBFD3T3uMxg43EwjCIWExu2xArYWMjmYdBwkS6W6Ez/dJdMwkTP+AHLGyMRER8ho0fsPAJYofExsKdnk4Ewa1U1alT99w6VaV7lhlIooeY0tLa1t7R2RXv7untSyT7B9YCt+Ibomi4lutv6FogLNMRRWlKS2x4vtBs3RLrenmpsb9eFX5gus6qPPREydb2HHPXNDTJVGl8y9bkvqFZtZXj8e1kmjIURuonUCOQRhRZN3mFLezAhYEKbAg4kIwtaAi4bUIFwWOuhBpzPiMz3Bc4Rpy1Fc4SnKExW+Zxj1ebEevwulEzCNUGn2Jx91mZwgTd0zW90B3d0CO9/1qrFtZoeDnkWW9qhbedOBkqvP2rsnmW2P9U/elZYhdzoVeTvXsh07iF0dRXj05fCvP5idokXdAT+6/TA93yDZzqq3GZE/kzxPkD1O/P/ROszWRUyqi5mfTCYvQVnRjGGKb4vWexgGVkUeRzD3CKc9Rjz8qQMqKMNlOVWKQZxJdQpj8AaYuOuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NRndlfqGam0mc8rgB2fam8GHEPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NRndlfqGam0mc8rgB2fam8GHEPo=">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</latexit>

⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="DHYFmP/awVKbI1YkrbQQsDf+MsY=">AAACaXichVFNL0NBFD19vuujLRthIxpi1dxnQySiYWOJajUpkfeeUaPvK++9NqlGYm1lJ1iRiIifYcEfsPATxJLExsLtaxNBcCczc+bMPXfOzOiuKf2A6DGitLS2tXd0dkW7e3r7YvFEf853yp4hsoZjOl5e13xhSltkAxmYIu96QrN0U6zppYX6/lpFeL507NWg6ooNSyvaclsaWsBUbj0ji5a2GU9SisIY+QnUJkjO3UVnDwAsOfErrGMLDgyUYUHARsDYhAafWwEqCC5zG6gx5zGS4b7APqKsLXOW4AyN2RKPRV4VmqzN63pNP1QbfIrJ3WPlCMboga7phe7php7o/ddatbBG3UuVZ72hFe5m7HAw8/avyuI5wM6n6k/PAbYxHXqV7N0NmfotjIa+snf8kplZGauN0wU9s/9zeqRbvoFdeTUul8XKGaL8Aer35/4JcpMplVLqsppMz6MRnRjGKCb4vaeQxiKWkOVzd3GEE5xGnpWEMqgMNVKVSFMzgC+hJD8ArryNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cd4pIbPnjPcVErPg+wdvc4k8QDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cd4pIbPnjPcVErPg+wdvc4k8QDE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MBK72G11ed/Dbpqd1piqT4JOAyg=">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</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="18rLAvR6igLSbRLNibjmTFEM6sQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gdo9IzfGqJsZIQrqN1jjD5FFDvk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gdo9IzfGqJsZIQrqN1jjD5FFDvk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SfaFq0JLpmpaTmK5ANIlkHlXwnU=">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</latexit>

Figure 1: A sketch of the AdS/BCFT correspondence. The left figure shows a BCFT defined

on a manifold Σ with a boundary ∂Σ. The right figure shows its gravity dual M, which is

a portion of AdS, where the boundary condition imposed on the asymptotic boundary Σ is

Dirichlet, and that imposed on the end-of-the-world brane Q is Neumann.

on how the “boundary” is chosen. In the previous section, we have seen that an on-shell con-

figuration M of (2.6) is considered to be equivalent to a BCFT defined on Σ, the asymptotic

boundary of M. Let us now consider an alternative way of choosing the boundary, which

will lead us to the Karch-Randall brane-world holography [9,36,37]. See figure 2 for a sketch

of the Karch-Randall brane-world holography.

More specifically, let us take the entire ∂M = Q∪Σ as the boundary. In this case, since

the boundary condition imposed on Q is the Neumann boundary condition and that imposed

on Σ is Dirichlet, the boundary theory in this case turns out to be a dynamical gravity living

on Q coupled to a non-gravitational theory living on Σ. Because of the existence of dynamical

gravity on the brane, this setup is called the brane-world. Besides the existence of gravity,

there exists a common CFT living on the whole boundary Σ∪Q. Different from the gravity

sector, the matter sector, i.e. the CFT, can freely transfer from one side of Q and Σ to the

other side [38]. We will not write down the effective action [39,40] in the brane-world theory

since it is complicated and will not be used in this dissertation. We would like to note that

one intriguing feature in the Karch-Randall brane-world is that the graviton living on Q is

massive [9, 41].

Till now, we have seen that constructing the gravity dual of BCFT in a bottom-up way

leads to the bulk theory given by (2.6). At the same time, this bulk theory can be dual to

another theory where a gravitational theory couples to a non-gravitational theory via the
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Figure 2: A sketch of the Karch-Randall brane-world holography. The right figure shows

the higher dimensional dual M where the Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed on the

asymptotic boundary Σ and the Neumann boundary condition is imposed on the end-of-the-

world brane Q. The left figure shows the boundary dual, where a dynamical gravity on Q is

attached to a non-gravitational theory on Σ.

Karch-Randall brane-world holography. Therefore, we now have three equivalent pictures in

this setup. The equivalence between these three pictures is called double holography [10]. In

this dissertation, when discussing double holography, we will use “BCFT picture” to refer to

the BCFT, “bulk picture” to refer to the bulk gravity theory, and “intermediate picture” to

refer to the brane-world theory in the Karch-Randall holography. The reason why we call

the last description the “intermediate picture”, is because it can be obtained from the BCFT

picture by partially applying holography. A useful intuition is that, if we divide the BCFTd

defined on Σ into the ∂Σ part and the Σ\∂Σ part, then the former part will roughly be a

CFTd−1. Accordingly, we can apply AdSd/CFTd−1 to map it to a AdSd. In the end, we will

get a theory where a dynamical gravity is attached to a non-gravitational theory, which is

nothing but is the boundary theory in the Karch-Randall brane-world holography. However,

note that this intuition is not exactly precise, since the degrees of freedom on the boundary

are nontrivially interacting with those in the bulk.

The terminology “double holography” was firstly used in [10], where the authors consid-

ered a black hole living on the brane and emitting Hawking radiation to the non-gravitational

heat bath. They related this setup to the bulk picture and the BCFT picture equivalent to

it, used them to analyze the Hawking radiation, and got an answer which is consistent with
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the unitarity. In other words, they performed the analysis without having an information

paradox [11–13]. This analysis leads to the discovery of the island formula [10,16–18], which

is one of the most important progress with respect to the black hole information paradox in

recent years.

2.4 Entanglement Entropy in AdS/CFT and AdS/BCFT

Entanglement is a crucial feature in quantum systems [42]. Let us consider an arbitrary

quantum system, and divide it into two parts A and B. Then, the whole Hilbert space is

given by the tensor product HA ⊗ HB. When the whole system is in a pure state, the von

Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix on subsystem A

S(ρA) = −Tr(ρA log ρA), (2.9)

is known to be a good quantity to count the amount of entanglement between A and B [43].

Therefore, the von Neumann entropy in this case is often called the entanglement entropy.

In fact, entanglement entropy is not a good quantity to count the amount of entanglement

when the whole system is in a mixed state. However, we will still call it the “entanglement

entropy”.

It is in general difficult to compute the entanglement entropy in a quantum field theory

[44–46]. However, for holographic CFTs with classical holographic duals, there is a simple

way. For a CFT state with a static classical geometric dual, the entanglement entropy of the

subsystem A can be calculated as

S(ρA) =
Area of γA

4GN

(2.10)

where GN is the Newton constant and γA is a codimension-2 surface lying on the time slice

of AdS whose boundary is the CFT state we are focusing on and satisfies:

• Its boundary coincides with the boundary of A, i.e ∂γA = ∂A.

• It is homologous to A, i.e. it can be obtained from A by a continuous deformation.

• It gives the minimal area.

This result is known as the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [19,20], which was at first a conjecture

and then proven in [47]. Such γA is called the Ryu-Takayanagi surface. The RT formula
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suggests that the entanglement in quantum many-body systems is related to the geometry in

the bulk spacetime. This surprising finding initiates the study of holography using quantum

information. See [48] for generalization to time-dependent cases. See [49, 50] for quantum

corrections on the RT formula.

Since we will mainly focus on AdS/BCFT in this dissertation, we would also like to see

how the entanglement entropy is computed in this case. In fact, the modification, in this

case, is simple. All we need to do is to regard the end-of-the-world brane as one point in

the homology condition. In other words, we allow the RT surface to end on the brane in

AdS/BCFT. In practice, we can firstly find the minimal connected surface which does not

end on the brane and the minimal disconnected surface which ends on the brane, and then

take the smaller one between them. This recipe is conjectured in [6, 7] and proven for some

special cases in [51].
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3 Moving Mirrors and Hawking Radiation

In this chapter, we analyze a class of quantum field theories defined on manifolds with

boundaries moving in time. These kinds of theories are often called the moving mirror

models [30]. For simplicity, we will focus on moving mirror models in 2D CFT. In this case,

we can apply conformal map methods to relate them to standard setups of BCFT, which

greatly simplifies analyses.

We will also consider the holographic dual associated with the moving mirror models. In

old days, moving mirror models are considered as toy models of Hawking radiation [11–13],

since the energy stress tensor emitted by certain moving mirrors is exactly the same as that

of the standard Hawking radiation from a black hole [30]. However, on the other hand,

moving mirror models are just toy models without dynamical gravity involved. To this end,

we will see that moving mirror models can actually be naturally related to island models in

the context of AdS/BCFT and double holography.

This chapter is based on our publications [24,25].

3.1 Conformal Map Method

Let us consider a 2D CFT defined on a manifold with a moving boundary and introduce the

following light cone coordinates

(u, v) = (t− x, t+ x), (3.1)

to parameterize the spacetime. We denote the trajectory of the moving mirror as

x = Z(t), (3.2)

and consider the right hand side, i.e. the x ≥ Z(t) side, as the physical region. Consider the

following conformal map to relate it to another manifold whose light cone coordinates (ũ, ṽ)

are related to (u, v) via

(ũ, ṽ) = (p(u), v). (3.3)

The new theory is defined on another manifold with another moving boundary in general.

Here, we consider the special case where the boundary in the (ũ, ṽ) coordinate is static, i.e.,

the boundary trajectory is given by

x̃ =
1

2
(−ũ+ ṽ) = 0. (3.4)
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Figure 3: A sketch of the conformal map method in moving mirror setups. The left figure

shows a generic moving mirror setup where the mirror trajectory x = Z(t) is shown in green.

The physical region is taken to be x ≥ Z(t). By using a conformal map, we can map it into

the setup shown in the right figure, where the mirror is static.

See figure 3 for a sketch. In this case, it is easy to find that the original mirror trajectory

x = Z(t) and the conformal map can be related in the following way.

p(t− Z(t)) = t+ Z(t). (3.5)

We can also introduce f(u) ≡ p−1(u), with which we will have

Z

(
ũ+ f(ũ)

2

)
=
ũ− f(ũ)

2
, Z

(
u+ p(u)

2

)
=
p(u)− u

2
. (3.6)

In this special case, the path integral defined on the new manifold parameterized by (ũ, ṽ)

is nothing but a standard BCFT defined on a half plane. As a result, the state realized by

this path integral is just the vacuum state on a half-infinite line. The energy stress tensor is

hence given by Tũũ = Tṽṽ = 0. Therefore, we can simply apply the conformal map to find

that the energy stress tensor in the original setup is given by

Tuu = − c

24π
{p(u), u} = − c

24π

(
p′′′(u)

p′(u)
− 3

2

(
p′′(u)

p′(u)

)2
)
, (3.7)

where c is the central charge of the CFT.
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3.2 Computation of the Entanglement Entropy

Let us then move on to see how to compute the entanglement entropy in the moving mirror

setups via the conformal map method. In an ordinary 2D CFT, the n-th Rényi entropy of a

single interval A = [x1, x2] can be evaluated from the correlation functions of twist operators

as following [45,46]

S
(n)
A =

1

1− n
log⟨σn(t, x1)σ̄n(t, x2)⟩, (3.8)

where the conformal weights of the twist operators σn(t, x0) and σ̄n(t, x1) are given by hn =

h̄n = c
24

(
n− 1

n

)
. Once the n-th Rényi entropy is successfully computed, we can take the

n → 1 to get the entanglement entropy. With the conformal map considered above, we can

map the moving mirror setup to the right half plane (RHP) of R1,1, which allows us to easily

evaluate the correlation functions of the twist operators. More precisely, we have

⟨σn(t, x1)σ̄n(t, x2)⟩ = ⟨σ̃n
(
t̃1, x̃1

)
˜̄σn
(
t̃2, x̃2

)
⟩RHP × (p′(u1)p

′(u2))
hn . (3.9)

Fortunately, the two point functions are much easier to evaluate on a right half plane. Let

us present the result in holographic CFT.

The two point functions of twist operators in a holographic BCFT can be approximated

in the following way [52]

⟨σ̃n
(
t̃1, x̃1

)
˜̄σn
(
t̃2, x̃2

)
⟩RHP = max

⟨σ̃n
(
t̃1, x̃1

)
˜̄σn
(
t̃2, x̃2

)
⟩R1,1

g2(1−n)⟨σ̃n
(
t̃1, x̃1

)
˜̄σn
(
t̃1,−x̃1

)
⟩1/2R1,1⟨σ̃n

(
t̃2, x̃2

)
˜̄σn
(
t̃2,−x̃2

)
⟩1/2R1,1

.

(3.10)

The candidate of the entanglement entropy evaluated from the first channel is called the

connected entanglement entropy, Scon
A , and that evaluated from the second channel is called

the disconnected entanglement entropy, Sdis
A , respectively. As a result, the true entanglement

entropy is given by SA = min
[
Scon
A , Sdis

A

]
. The corresponding computation on the AdS side is

to find the connected RT surface and the disconnected RT surface, and then take the smaller

one between them, as we have explained in section 2.4.

3.3 Escaping Mirror

As the first example, we consider the following conformal map:

p(u) = −β log(1 + e−u/β). (3.11)
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Figure 4: Escaping mirror (left) and kink mirror (right).

Here β is a positive constant which can be interpreted as the temperature of the radiation

emitted by the moving mirror, as we will see below.

At the early time limit u→ −∞, we have p(u) ≃ u, which means that the mirror is static

Z(t) ≃ 0 in the early time. On the other hand, it is also important to look at the asymptotic

behavior at u→ ∞ where we have

p(u) ≃ −βe−u/β, (3.12)

and hence

Z ≃ −t− βe−2t/β. (3.13)

Therefore, the mirror moves towards the left hand side and approaches the speed of light

exponentially. From this feature, we call it the escaping mirror. See the left of figure 4 for a

sketch.

In this case, the energy stress tensor turns out to be

Tuu =
c

48πβ2

(
1− 1

(1 + eu/β)2

)
. (3.14)

One can easily find from this expression that the late time limit is given by Tuu ≃ c
48πβ2 .

This is similar to the energy stress tensor of a thermal density matrix with temperature 1
2πβ

.

Thus, we know how the constant β is related to the inverse temperature.

Let us then divide the whole system into the mirror part and the other part A, and

consider the entanglement entropy between them. If A has a fixed end point at x = a, the
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entanglement entropy at late time t→ ∞ looks like

SA ≃ c

12β
(t− a) +

c

6
log

t

ϵ
+ Sbdy, (3.15)

where c is the central charge of the underlying CFT, ϵ is a UV cutoff corresponding to the

lattice distance, and Sbdy is the boundary entropy. When we let the edge of the subsystem

A to be comoving with the mirror at x = −t + α where α is sufficiently small, then at late

time

SA ≃ c

6β
t+

c

6
log

α

ϵ
+ Sbdy. (3.16)

In both cases, the entanglement entropy grows monotonically in the escaping mirror setup.

3.4 Kink Mirror

Let us consider another example with

p(u) = β log(1 + e(u−u0)/β)− β log(1 + e−u/β). (3.17)

Here, β and u0 are positive constants.

To grasp the feature of this mirror profile, it is useful to look at the β → 0 limit. At this

limit, one can see that the mirror is static Z(t) = 0 at early time t < 0. Then it moves at

the speed of light Z(t) = −t at the intermediate time 0 ≤ t ≤ u0/2. Finally, it will stop and

turns back to be static Z(t) = −u0/2 at t > u0/2. See the right of figure 4 for a sketch.

Accordingly, we call such a moving mirror the kink mirror. Let us compute the time evo-

lution of the entanglement entropy also in this case. For simplicity, we consider holographic

CFT. We consider a subsystem which comoves with the mirror trajectory. See figure 5 for a

plot of it. We can see in this case the entanglement entropy follows a Page curve [13], i.e. it

firstly grows and finally goes back at late time. In this case, unitarity is manifest since we are

just considering a standard quantum field theory. However, it is not obvious how this setup

is related to a setup with dynamical gravity. In the next section, we will see this relation can

be given by considering holography associated with moving mirrors.

3.5 Connection to Island Models

In this section, we explain how moving mirrors can be related to island models where dy-

namical gravity is coupled to a non-gravitational heat bath. Let us consider a holographic
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Figure 5: Time evolution of entanglement entropy in a kink mirror setup. The left figure

shows the case for A = [Z(t) + 0.1,∞] and the right figure shows the case for A = [Z(t) +

0.1, Z(t)+10]. The solid curve and the dashed curve correspond to Sdis
A and Scon

A , respectively.

Here, we set β = 0.1, u0 = 5, ϵ = 0.1 and Sbdy = 0. The plots are taken from figure 6 in our

publication [24].

CFT with a moving mirror. As we have shown at the beginning of this chapter, one can

always use a conformal map to map the moving mirror setup to a right half plane. Since we

already know the gravity dual of the right half plane (See section 2.2), it is straightforward

to get the gravity dual of a moving mirror, where the end-of-the-world brane moves in the

bulk spacetime and back reacts on it. If we further apply the Karch-Randall holography, we

can get another description where a dynamical gravity living on the brane is coupled to the

heat bath and emits radiation into it. This is exactly the setup of the island models [10]. In

this way, we are able to get an equivalent gravitational theory to the moving mirror setups.
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4 Wedge Holography

In this chapter, we propose a novel holographic correspondence called wedge holography.

This is based on our publication [22]. Wedge holography is a codimension-2 holographic

correspondence found by combining ingredients in AdS/BCFT. Therefore, we will firstly

introduce a useful coordinate to discuss AdS/BCFT and also wedge holography. Then we

will present the statement of wedge holography, and give a brief derivation from AdS/BCFT.

After that, we will compute several quantities from the bulk side of wedge holography, and

see how these results reflect the features of the expected boundary dual.

4.1 Basic Statements of Wedge Holography

In this section, after introducing some coordinates which are useful for us to discuss the

wedge holography, we present the basic statements of it. Let us start with the Poincaré

AdSd+1 whose metric is given by

ds2 = L2

(
dz2 − dt2 + dx2 +

∑d−2
i=1 dξ

2
i

z2

)
. (4.1)

It is useful to introduce the following coordinate transformation

z =
y

cosh(ρ/L)
, (4.2)

x = ytanh(ρ/L). (4.3)

In the new coordinate, the metric of the Poincaré AdS can be rewritten as

ds2 = dρ2 + L2cosh2 ρ

L

(
dy2 − dt2 +

∑d−2
i=1 dξ

2
i

y2

)
. (4.4)

Let us firstly consider introducing one end-of-the-world brane in this coordinate. As we have

already reviewed in the preliminaries, the boundary condition imposed on the brane is

Kab −Khab − Thab = 0. (4.5)

By solving this equation, it is straightforward to find out that the brane profile is given by

ρ = ρ∗ (4.6)
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ρ = ρ* ρ = ρ* ρ = − ρ*

BCFTd CFTd−1

Figure 6: A standard AdS/BCFT with one brane (left) and a wedge holography setup with

two branes (right).

where ρ∗ is a constant which relates to the tension T via

T =
d− 1

L
tanh(ρ∗/L). (4.7)

See the left of figure 6 for a sketch.

Let us then move on to consider introducing two branes in our setups. Let us introduce

a brane Q1 at ρ = ρ∗ and a brane Q2 at ρ = −ρ∗. As a result, the bulk AdSd+1 region turns

out to be a wedge-like region Wd+1 surrounded by Q1 and Q2. The physical region of the

bulk is given by −ρ∗ ≤ ρ ≤ ρ∗. Here we would like to note that although the region Wd+1

looks like a wedge, the two branes are parallel to each other and the distance does not change

when moving along the z direction or the y direction. However, we will still call it the wedge

region.

On the other hand, the boundary side experiences a dimensional reduction. When we

have only one brane, it is a BCFTd. However in the current case, it is a CFTd−1. The UV

cutoff of CFT inherits from the geometric cutoff z ≥ ϵ on the bulk gravity side. See the right

of figure 6 for a sketch.

Within this setup, we can consider the following double holography-like correspondence.

First of all, we have a classical gravity living in the d + 1 dimensional wedge region. The

boundary condition imposed on Q1 and Q2 is Neumann, and that imposed on the asymptotic

boundary Σ is Dirichlet. As the first step, this classical gravity should be equivalent to

a quantum field theory defined on Σ. This is effectively a CFTd−1. In other words, we

have a codimension-two holography associated with this wedge region. On the other hand,
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in the spirit of the brane-world holography [9, 33, 34], we can instead regard Q1 ∪ Q2 as

the boundary of the wedge region. Since the boundary conditions imposed on them are

Neumann, it corresponds to a brane-world gravity defined on both Q1 and Q2, which are

joint with each other through the interface Σ. Since the brane-world gravity is expected

to reflect the quantum nature of gravity even when the bulk gravity is classical, we may

summarize the argument here as follows:

Classical gravity in the wedge-like AdSd+1,

≃ (Quantum) brane-world gravity on two pieces of AdSd (= Q1 ∪Q2),

≃ CFTd−1 on Σ. (4.8)

We can also argue this in an alternative way. We can apply the brane-world holography

first to the classical gravity in the bulk. As a result, we have quantum AdSd gravity on the

two branes Q1 and Q2. Since both of Q1 and Q2 share the same asymptotic boundary Σ, then

both of them should be equivalent to some CFT defined on Σ according to the AdS/CFT

correspondence. In the end, we obtain the codimension-two holography which connects the

bulk classical gravity and the CFT on the boundary.

4.2 Deriving Wedge Holography from AdS/BCFT

Let us then present a more careful way to derive the codimension-two holography described

above. We are going to do so by taking a proper limit of AdS/BCFT.

Starting from a BCFTd defined on a d dimensional strip with width l. Let us denote the

finite direction as x and restrict it to 0 ≤ x ≤ l. According to the AdS/BCFT construction,

there are two ways to construct its gravity dual. In the first construction, there is one single

brane which connects the two boundaries of the BCFT. On the other hand, in the second

construction, one have two branes in the bulk gravity which correspond to the two boundaries

of the BCFT, respectively. If both of the constructions are allowed, then the true gravity dual

is given by the one which gives the minimal free energy. However, if the boundary conditions

on the two boundaries are different from each other, then only the second construction is

allowed. We consider the latter situation, and take the tension of the two branes to be the

same. As a result, now we have a BCFTd defined on a d dimensional strip, and we also have

its gravity dual in which there are two end-of-the-world branes Q1 and Q2 corresponding to

the two boundaries of the BCFT. The next step is to take the limit l → 0, which brings the
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d dimensional strip to a (d − 1) dimensional flat spacetime. On the bulk gravity side, the

AdSd + 1 is now reduced to the wedge geometry shown in the right of figure 6.

The argument above provides a derivation of the codimension-two holography we pre-

sented in the previous section.

4.3 Holographic Free Energy

From now on, let us compute some CFTd−1 quantity from the wedge AdSd+1 gravity dual we

presented above. As the very first example, let us consider the free energy. The free energy

F is defined as the minus log of the CFT partition function,

F = − logZCFT. (4.9)

According to the GKPW dictionary [53,54], this can be translated to the gravity side as

F = − logZgrav. ≃ log e−Igrav.[M] = Igrav.[M], (4.10)

where M is the most dominating on-shell configuration on the gravity side, and we have used

the semiclassical approximation when evaluating the partition function of the gravitational

path integral. Therefore, the holographic free energy is nothing but just the bulk gravity

action evaluated in the most dominating on-shell configuration. In this case, the gravitational

action is given by

Igrav. = − 1

16πGN

∫
M

√
g(R− 2Λ)− 1

8πGN

∫
Q1∪Q2

√
h(K − T )− 1

8πGN

∫
Σ

√
γB. (4.11)

where the first term is the Einstein-Hilbert term, the second term is the Gibbons-Hawking

term on Q1 and Q2, and the third term is the Gibbons-Hawking term on the asymptotic

boundary Σ. Note that here in this section, the convention for the normal vectors to Q (and

hence the extrinsic curvature K) is opposite to that used in section 2.2.

Since we are considering the Poincaré metric, and the two end-of-the-world branes lie at

ρ = ±ρ∗, respectively, it is straightforward to find that the Riemann curvature is

R = −d(d+ 1)/L2, (4.12)

and the cosmological constant is

Λ = −d(d+ 1)/2L2. (4.13)
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On the other hand, for the quantities evaluated on the branes, the extrinsic curvature is

K = (d/L)tanh(ρ∗/L), (4.14)

and the brane tension is

T = ((d− 1)/L)tanh(ρ∗/L). (4.15)

Finally, the extrinsic curvature evaluated on the asymptotic boundary Σ is

B = d/L. (4.16)

Plugging all these into the gravitational action, we have

Igrav. =
d · Vd−1L

d−2

4πGN

∫ ρ∗

0

dρ
(
cosh

ρ

L

)d ∫ ∞

ϵcosh ρ
L

dy

yd
− Ld−1Vd−1tanh

ρ∗
L

4πGN

(
cosh

ρ∗
L

)d ∫ ∞

ϵcosh ρ∗
L

dy

yd

− d · Ld−1Vd−1sinh
ρ∗
L

4πGNϵd−1
(4.17)

=
Vd−1L

d−1

4πGNϵd−1

[
d

(d− 1)L

∫ ρ∗

0

dρcosh
ρ

L
− 1

d− 1
sinh

ρ∗
L

− dsinh
ρ∗
L

]
=

(1− d) · Vd−1L
d−1

4πGNϵd−1
sinh

ρ∗
L

(4.18)

where the volume element Vd−1 is defined as

Vd−1 =

∫
dtEdξ1 · · · dξd−2. (4.19)

Now let us have a quick check if this result is consistent with the conjecture that the d + 1

dimensional wedge region we are considering corresponds to a d − 1 dimensional CFT. The

holographic free energy we computed here scales as Vd−1ϵ
1−d, which is known as the free

energy of a vacuum CFT state in d− 1 dimension. In this sense, the holographic free energy

passed our first consistency check.

4.4 Holographic Entanglement Entropy

Another useful quantity to evaluate is entanglement entropy. Now, since our CFT is a d− 1

dimensional theory, we would like to take a time slice which is d−2 dimension, and consider a

subsystem A on it. To see how the entanglement entropy should be computed holographically

from the AdSd+1 side, let us go back to the AdS/BCFT setup where we have not yet taken
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the width-goes-to-zero limit of the BCFTd. Accordingly, the region A is uplifted into a d− 1

dimensional region which may be denoted as A× [0, l].

The reason why we would like to uplift the CFTd−1 back to a BCFTd is because we already

know how to compute the holographic entanglement entropy in standard AdS/BCFT. What

we need to do is to find the d−1 dimensional minimal surface which is homologous to A×[0, l]

in the bulk spacetime, which may ends on the end-of-the-world branes, since each brane is

regarded to be one point in the homology condition.

Obviously, this structure is protected when one takes the width of the BCFT to 0. As

a result, when one wants to compute the holographic entanglement entropy for a d − 2

dimensional subregion A defined on the CFTd−1, all one need to do is to find the d −
1 dimensional minimal surface which intersects the asymptotic boundary Σ such that the

intersection is A.

In practice, we can first fix the end regions of the d−1 dimensional surface on Q1 and Q2,

find the minimal one with respect to the fixed end regions, and then vary the end-regions to

get the global minimum. Let us call this d−1 dimensional surface ΓA, and call its intersection

with the brane Qi as γ
(i)
A . From the above explanation, the holographic entanglement entropy

for the subregion A can be evaluated as

SA = min
γA s.t. ∂γ

(1)
A =∂γ

(2)
A =∂A

[
min

ΓA s.t. ∂ΓA=γ
(1)
A ∪γ(2)A

[
A(ΓA)

4GN

]]
. (4.20)

in wedge holography.

Before explicitly evaluating this holographic entanglement entropy for specific setups, it

is worth noting some general properties of this expression. First, because of the geometric

nature of this formula, and because we are taking the minimum over all possible surfaces,

this geometric quantity satisfies the inequalities satisfied by general entanglement entropy,

such as subadditivity and strong subadditivity. Second, although we just discussed the static

case above, it is also straightforward to extend this formula to Lorentzian cases which are not

time-independent. All we need to do is replace the minimalization above with firstly finding

all the extremal values and then finding the minimal among all of them, just as what one

does in the standard HRT formula case [48].

Let us then move on to compute the holographic entanglement entropy in concrete ex-

amples. For simplicity, let us take A as a d− 2 dimensional round disk
∑d−2

i=1 ξ
2
i ≤ R2 where

R is the radius. In general, in order to find the correct minimal surface, we need to solve
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complicated partial differential equations. However, we will see that the computation can be

greatly simplified in this special case.

To see this, let us firstly make a guess at the ρ∗ ≪ L limit. At this limit, the wedge is so

thin such that it can be roughly regarded as a direct product of an AdSd and −ρ∗ ≤ ρ ≤ ρ∗,

since the warp factor can be approximated as a constant at this limit. In this case, one can

immediately find that the minimal surface can be written as x2 + z2 +
∑d−2

i=1 (ξi)
2 = R2. In

other words, the minimal surface is a part of the sphere which is sandwiched by the two

branes. It might be more simple if we write the sphere using the (y, ρ, ...) coordinate, with

which the sphere is given by

y +
d−2∑
i=1

(ξi)
2 = R2. (4.21)

From the above argument, we know that the minimal surface is given by (4.21) for small ρ∗.

This serves as a good guess for general ρ∗. In fact, we are going to see that (4.21) is the

minimal surface we are looking even for general ρ∗. To see this, let us work in the d = 3

case. We are working on this case just to avoid complicated formulae, and the argument can

be generalized to general d. Let us make a perturbation given by y =
√
l2 − ξ2 + f(ξ, ρ) to

see if the sphere is robust against it. Here, we impose f(±l, ρ) = 0. This is because that

the surface should end on the boundary of subsystem A in CFTd−1. After a complicated

computation, we find that the area of the sphere ΓA turns out to be

Area(ΓA)

=−
[
Lcosh ρ

L
ξf(ξ)

R(R2 − ξ2)
1
2

]ξ=R
ξ=−R

+

∫
dρdξ

[
LRcosh ρ

L

R2 − ξ2

+
Lcoshρ

L

2R3(R2−ξ2)2
(
2R4f 2+L2R2

(
cosh2ρ

L

)
(R2−ξ2)(∂ρf)2+2R2ξ(R2−ξ2)f∂ξf+(R2−ξ2)3(∂ξf)2

)]
(4.22)

From this exact expression, we can confirm that the minimum is realized when y+
∑d−2

i=1 (ξi)
2 =

R2, i.e. when the surface is a sphere.

Based on the argument above, let us now evaluate the area of the minimal surface, i.e.

the partial square sandwiched by the two branes. Then we will find that the holographic
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entanglement entropy is given by

SA =
Area(ΓA)

4GN

= Vol(Sd−3) · L
d−2

2GN

·
∫ ρ∗

0

dρ
(
cosh

ρ

L

)d−2

·
∫ R

ϵcosh ρ
L

dy
R(R2 − y2)

d
2
−2

yd−2
, (4.23)

Here Vol(Sd−3) is the volume of a unit radius d − 3 dimensional sphere, which is given by

Vol(Sd−3) = 2π
d−2
2

Γ( d−2
2 )

.

Let us again consider the limit ρ∗/L≪ 1 which simplifies the situation. In this case, the

HEE turns out to be

SA =
Area(ΓA)

4GN

≃ ρ∗
4GN

·
[
Area(γ

(1)
A ) + Area(γ

(2)
A )
]
, (4.24)

where

Area(γ
(1)
A ) = Area(γ

(2)
A ) = Ld−2 · Vol(Sd−1) ·

∫ R

ϵ

dy
R(R2 − y2)

d
2
−2

yd−2
. (4.25)

This has the same form with the standard holographic entanglement entropy evaluated from

the standard AdSd/CFTd−1 correspondence. In fact, if one performs the identification ρ∗
GN

≃
1

G
(d)
N

, then they match exactly with each other.

From now on, we would like to work on the finite ρ∗ case by perform the integral straight-

forwardly. Since it is difficult to do it exactly, we will work on the series expansion with

respect to R/ϵ. First of all,∫ R

ϵcosh ρ
L

dy
R(R2 − y2)

d
2
−2

yd−2

=p1

(
cosh

ρ

L

)−d+3
(
R

ϵ

)d−3

+ p3

(
cosh

ρ

L

)−d+5
(
R

ϵ

)d−5

+ · · ·

. . .+

{
pd−3

(
cosh ρ

L

)−1 (R
ϵ

)
+ pd−2 +O

(
ϵ
R

)
d : even

pd−4

(
cosh ρ

L

)−2 (R
ϵ

)2
+ q log

(
R
ϵ

)
+O(1) d : odd

(4.26)

=

{ ∑(d−2)/2
k=1 p2k−1

(
cosh ρ

L

)−d+2k+1 ( ϵ
R

)d−2k−1
+ pd−2 +O

(
ϵ
R

)
d : even∑(d−3)/2

k=1 p2k−1

(
cosh ρ

L

)−d+2k+1 ( ϵ
R

)d−2k−1
+ q log

(
R
ϵ

)
+O(1), d : odd

(4.27)

where the coefficients are as follows:

p1 = (d− 3)−1, p3 = −(d− 4)/[2(d− 5)], · · ·
pd−2 = (2

√
π)−1Γ((d− 2)/2)Γ((3− d)/2) (if d is even),

q =

√
π

Γ((4− d)/2)Γ((d− 1)/2)
(if d is odd). (4.28)
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As a result, we have

SA =
Area(ΓA)

4GN

=
Ld−2

2GN

· Vol(Sd−3)

∫ ρ∗

0

dρ
(
cosh

ρ

L

)d−2

·
∫ R

ϵcosh ρ
L

dy
R(R2 − y2)

d
2
−2

yd−2
,

=
π

d−2
2 Ld−1

GNΓ
(
d−2
2

)(sinhρ∗
L

d− 3

(
R

ϵ

)d−3

− (d− 4)

2(d− 5)

(
sinh3ρ∗

L

12
+

3sinhρ∗
L

4

)(
R

ϵ

)d−5

+ · · ·

· · ·+
{
pd−2

∫ ρ∗/L
0

dη (coshη)d−2 +O
(
ϵ
R

)
, d : even

q
∫ ρ∗/L
0

dη (coshη)d−2 · log
(
R
ϵ

)
+O(1), d : odd

)
. (4.29)

There are some key observations with respect to this result. The first point is that the scaling

behavior of HEE evaluated here agrees with general results [20,55] in d−1 dimensional CFTs.

Moreover, by comparing this result with that in the standard AdSd/CFTd−1, one can find

1

G
(d)
N

=
1

GN

∫ ρ∗

0

dρ
(
cosh

ρ

L

)d−2

. (4.30)

These observations give consistency checks on the conjecture that the wedge region in AdSd+1

should be equivalent to a CFTd−1 on the asymptotic boundary.

Let us list some low dimensional results explicitly. For d = 3, i.e. the AdS4/CFT2 case,

SA =
L2

G
(4)
N

sinh
ρ∗
L

log
R

ϵ
+O(1), (4.31)

For d = 4, i.e the AdS5/CFT3 case, we have

SA =

(
πL3

G
(5)
N

sinh
ρ∗
L

)
R

ϵ
− πL3

G
(5)
N

(
1

2

ρ∗
L

+
1

4
sinh

2ρ∗
L

)
+O

( ϵ
R

)
. (4.32)

For d = 5, i.e the AdS6/CFT4 case, we obtain

SA =

(
πL4

G
(6)
N

sinh
ρ∗
L

)(
R

ϵ

)2

− πL4

G
(6)
N

(
sinh3ρ∗

L

12
+

3sinhρ∗
L

4

)
log

R

ϵ
+O (1) . (4.33)

All of these have the expected scaling behavior which support the idea of wedge holography.

4.5 Viewing from the d-dimensional Brane-world Gravity

Till now, we have focused on the holographic computation including holographic free energy

and holographic entanglement entropy from the AdSd+1 gravity side. From now on, we would

like to have a glance on what happens in the d-dimensional brane-world point of view. While
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the exact gravitational action on the brane-world [39] is complicated, the leading order is ex-

pected to be the Einstein-Hilbert term. From the equivalence between the gravitational path

integral in AdSd+1 and that in the AdSd brane-world, under the saddle point approximation,

we have

1

16πGN

∫
AdSd+1

√
gR =

2

16πG
(d)
N

∫
AdSd

√
g(d)R(d), (4.34)

where the prefactor 2 on the right hand side comes from the fact that we now have two

brane-worlds Q1 and Q2.

On the other hand, by decomposing the integral in AdSd+1 into the ρ direction and other

directions, we can write the left hand side as

1

16πGN

∫
AdSd+1

√
gR =

1

16πGN

∫ ρ∗

−ρ∗
dρ
(
cosh

ρ

L

)d−2
∫
AdSd

√
g(d)R(d). (4.35)

By comparing these two equations, we get the following expression for the effective Newton

constant in the brane-world gravity:

1

G
(d)
N

=
1

GN

∫ ρ∗

0

dρ
(
cosh

ρ

L

)d−2

. (4.36)

While it is complicated to evaluate this integral, it would be useful to study some asymptotic

behavior of it. When ρ∗ is small compared to L, i.e. ρ∗/L ≪ 1, we have GN/(LG
(d)
N ) ≃

ρ∗/L + ((d − 2)/6)(ρ∗/L)
3 + . . . . We would like to note that this behavior agrees with the

one we obtained from the HEE evaluation. On the other hand, if ρ∗ is large compared to L,

i.e. ρ∗/L≫ 1, then we have GN/(LG
(d)
N ) ≃ (22−d/(d− 2))e(d−2)ρ∗/L ≫ 1.

We can observe that the Newton constant becomes small when the brane tension is large,

which corresponds to the semiclassical limit of the brane-world gravity. Let us keep this

simple qualitative relation in mind.

4.6 Applications and Developments of Wedge Holography

Since our proposal of wedge holography, it has been applied to study different physical

phenomena and has been generalized to various situations.

A key feature in the standard Karch-Randall brane-world holography where one only has

one brane is that the graviton in the intermediate picture acquires a nontrivial mass [9, 41].

However, since graviton in Einstein gravity is massless, one may wonder if important results
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obtained from the standard double holography such as the island formula [10] will still hold

or not. The authors of [56] address this question using the setup of wedge holography.

The reason for that is because, in the intermediate picture of wedge holography, there is

no non-gravitational region and the graviton mass is zero. Besides this application, the

wedge holography has also been generalized into different situations [57–59]. Indeed, wedge

holography is a powerful toy model for analyzing different phenomena.
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5 Causal Structures in Double Holography

In this chapter, we discuss the causal structure in AdS/BCFT and Karch-Randall brane-

world holography. We will first review why studying the causal structure is important using

an example in the AdS/CFT correspondence. Then we will summarize our main results and

show the derivations. This chapter is based on a part of [27].

5.1 Compatibility of Causality in the AdS/CFT Correspondence

Consider an AAdSd+1 spacetimeM and denote its asymptotic boundary as Σ. Let us consider

two points p, q ∈ Σ. On the CFT side, since the CFT is a local QFT, one can send a signal

from p to q if and only if q is at the causal future of p. On the other hand, one question we

can ask is that if one can send a signal from p to q through M while p and q are spacelike

separated. From the expectation of the AdS/CFT correspondence, the answer is of course

no. However, this is a rather nontrivial statement on the AdS gravity side. Let us summarize

it as a statement. This statement is taken from statement A from our publication [27].

Statement A (Compatibility of Causality in AdS/CFT).

In the AdS/CFT correspondence, for any two points p, q ∈ Σ = ∂M, if p and q are not

causally connected on the asymptotic boundary Σ, then they are not causally connected in the

bulk M either.

When M is a global AdS, it is straightforward to check the statement A is true. In more

complicated situations, statement A is guaranteed by the Gao-Wald theorem [31]. Here, we

take this from theorem A.0 in our publication [27].

Theorem A.0 (Gao-Wald theorem).

Let (M, gµν) be a spacetime with a timelike boundary ∂M = Σ at asymptotic infinity.

Suppose (M, gµν) satisfies the following four conditions:

1. M is a solution of the Einstein equation in which the matter sector satisfies averaged

null energy condition (ANEC),

2. Null generic condition,

3. M̄ ≡ M∪ Σ is strongly causal (strong causality condition),
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4. J+
M̄(p) ∩ J−

M̄(q) is compact for any p, q ∈ M.

Let AΣ(p,M) be

AΣ(p,M) ≡ {r ∈ Σ|there exists a future directed causal curve λ

which starts from p and ends at r satisfying λ− (p ∪ r) ⊂ M } ,
(5.1)

then for p ∈ Σ and ∀q ∈ ∂AΣ(p,M), q satisfies q ∈ J+
M̄(p)\I+M̄(p). Moreover, any causal

curve connecting p and q lies entirely in Σ, and hence it is also a null geodesic on (Σ, γij),

i.e. q ∈ J+
Σ (p)\I+Σ (p). Here, J+

N (p) (I+N (p)) is the causal (chronological) future of p on the

manifold N .

The ANEC appearing in the first condition states that the energy-stress tensor Tµν satisfies∫
l

Tµνk
µkν ≥ 0 , (5.2)

for any null curve l where kµ is the tangent vector of l. The null generic condition means

that every null geodesic in M contains a point such that

kµkνk[ρRσ]µν[αkβ] ̸= 0 . (5.3)

These two conditions lead to the existence of the conjugate points for any null geodesic [32,60].

It is worth noting that global AdS does not satisfy the null generic condition. Therefore,

global AdS is not covered by the Gao-Wald theorem, and we need to treat it separately.

The strong causality condition means that, for any point p ∈ M̄, every neighborhood of

p contains another neighborhood of p which no causal curve can intersect more than once.

Roughly, it means that no causal curve in M̄ is almost closed.

One consequence of the Gao-Wald theorem is

∂AΣ(p,M) ⊆ J+
Σ (p)\I+Σ (p). (5.4)

Here, since ∂AΣ(p,M) bounds the region which can receive a signal through the bulkM, and

J+
Σ (p)\I+Σ (p) bounds the region which can receive a signal through the asymptotic boundary

Σ, the Gao-Wald theorem leads to the statement A.

Let us repeat the logic of the results shown in this section. The causality condition and

the consistency of the AdS/CFT correspondence suggests that statement A should be true.
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However, statement A itself is very nontrivial on the AdS gravity side. Therefore, we need to

check it on the gravity side independent from the inputs from AdS/CFT correspondence. If

it is confirmed on the gravity side, then it provides a nontrivial check to AdS/CFT. On the

other hand, if one found counter examples of statement A on the gravity side, that would

mean either causality in the CFT or the AdS/CFT correspondence itself was broken.

In the following, we will study the causal structure in double holography (i.e. AdS/BCFT

correspondence and Karch-Randall brane-world holography).

5.2 Results in Double Holography

In this section, we summarize the results we get for double holography. As the setup, we

consider an AAdS spacetime M with an end-of-the-world brane Q in it. Here, we require M
to be a on-shell configuration with the action (2.6). This M gives us the bulk picture in the

double holography. It corresponds to a BCFT defined on its asymptotic boundary Σ, i.e. the

BCFT picture, via the AdS/BCFT correspondence. At the same time, it also corresponds to

a dynamical gravity defined on Q coupled to a heat bath on Σ, i.e. the intermediate picture,

via the Karch-Randall brane-world holography. The results are listed below.

Statement B. Let Σ be compatible with a BCFT. For any two points p, q ∈ Σ, if p and q are

not causally connected on the asymptotic boundary Σ, then they are not causally connected

in the bulk M either.

Statement C. For any two points p, q ∈ Q, if p and q are not causally connected on the

end-of-the-world brane Q, then they are not causally connected in the bulk M either.

Statement D. Two points p ∈ Σ and q ∈ Q can be causally connected in the bulk M, even

if they are not causally connected on ∂M = Σ ∪Q.

Here, these three statements are taken from statement B, C, D in our publication [27],

respectively.

We will prove these statements in the following sections, but we would like to first com-

ment on the physical consequences of these statements, based on the logic explained in the

previous section.

First of all, statement B implies that the causal structure in the bulk picture is compatible

with the causality in the BCFT picture. This is nontrivial since the AdS/BCFT correspon-
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dence is just a bottom-up construction and we do not know to what extent it should hold.

Therefore, this result gives another strong support to the AdS/BCFT construction.

Second, statement B, C, D together imply that, in order for the effective theory in the

intermediate picture to be compatible with the bulk picture, it need to have a special causal

structure. Specifically, if one wants to send a signal within the gravitational region Q or the

non-gravitational heat bath Σ, then there is no causal short cut in the bulk. However, if one

wants to send a signal between Q and Σ, then one can always find a causal short cut in the

bulk. This will lead to several significant consequences in the Karch-Randall brane-world

holography. We will comment on this at the end of this chapter.

5.3 Explicit Checks in the Vacuum Configuration

We consider the vacuum configuration of (2.6) in this section and explicitly check that state-

ment B, C, D hold in this case. We will focus on AdS3 for simplicity. Extensions to higher

dimensions are straightforward.

A pure AdS3 is given by

ds2 = −(r2 + 1)dτ 2 +
dr2

r2 + 1
+ r2dϕ2 (5.5)

in the global coordinate where −π < ϕ ≤ π. The location of the end-of-the-world brane with

tension Q is given by

r cosϕ =
T√

1− T 2
. (5.6)

The physical region in the bulk is the region surrounded by the brane Q and the asymptotic

boundary. When the brane tension is positive (negative), then the larger (smaller) portion

of the bulk is taken. See figure 7 for a sketch. It would be useful to introduce an alternative

coordinate system as

sinhρ = r cosϕ, (5.7)

cosh2ρ cosh2η = 1 + r2. (5.8)

with which the metric is

ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2ρ
(
−cosh2η dτ 2 + dη2

)
. (5.9)
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τ

r

ϕ

Q

Figure 7: A sketch of the AdS3 vacuum. The end of the world brane Q is shaded blue. The

bulk region M is the region surrounded by Q and the asymptotic boundary.

and the brane profile is

ρ = arctanh(T ) ≡ ρ∗. (5.10)

This coordinate will be useful when we discuss the causal structure in pure AdS3.

The first step to discuss the causal structure is to write down the null geodesics. Then

the causal diamonds can be accordingly found. Let us consider a lightray launching from

(τ, r, ϕ) = (−π/2,∞,−π/2). There are infinitely many such geodesics but any of them can

be written as the intersection between the hypersurface ρ = const. and τ = 2arctan
(
tanhη

2

)
.

Also, we can find all these geodesics do not only share the starting point but also share the

endpoint at (τ, r, ϕ) = (π/2,∞, π/2). Besides, if we take ρ → ±∞, then we can get the null

geodesics on the asymptotic boundary. See figure 8 for a sketch.

Because all the null geodesics in pure AdS intersect the asymptotic boundary and the

current setup has a translation symmetry with respect to the ϕ direction. The above infor-

mation is sufficient for us to know all about the causal structure in pure AdS. As a quick

check, we can immediately find that the following statement is true. This statement is taken

from statement A.1 in our publication [27].

Statement A.1. Consider pure AdS3. Let p be a spacetime point with p : (τ, r, ϕ) =

(τp,∞, ϕp) and R be an observer localized at (r, ϕ) = (∞, ϕR) on the asymptotic bound-
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Figure 8: Some null geodesics launching from p : (τ, r, ϕ) = (−π/2,∞,−π/2) in global AdS3.

These geodesics are in green. All of them reach the same point at the same time.

ary. Consider sending a signal at the speed of light from p to the observer R. Then

∆τasym = ∆τbulk, where ∆τasym (∆τbulk) is the required time on the asymptotic boundary

(in the bulk) for receiver R to observe the emitted light ray.

The point is that, if we consider sending a signal between antipodal points in the spatial

sense, then although there exists infinitely many bulk geodesics which are as fast as the null

geodesic on the asymptotic boundary, there exists no one strictly faster. On the other hand,

if the one that sends the signal and the one that receives the signal are not antipodal points,

then there do not even exist bulk geodesics which are as fast as the one on the asymptotic

boundary.

This is different from the case which is referred to by the Gao-Wald theorem A.0. The

Gao-Wald theorem is a case about excited configurations other than the vacuum, and it is

saying that, in those cases, there do not even exist bulk geodesics which are as fast as the

one on the asymptotic boundary.

Let us then include the end-of-the-world brane Q into consideration. One thing to note

is that, while the brane profile is given by ρ = ρ∗, the null geodesics, if launching from

ϕ = −π/2, also sits on a ρ = const. slice. From this observation, we know that all the null
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geodesics on the end-of-the-world brane Q is also a null geodesic in the bulk.

Based on the observations above, let us then check that if statement B, C and D is true

for the vacuum configuration shown in figure 7. Thanks to the symmetries we have in this

case, it is sufficient to check the following statements respectively. These three statements

are taken from statement B.1, C.1, D.1 in our publication [27].

Statement B.1. Let p be a spacetime point with p : (τ, η, ρ) = (τp, ηp,−∞) and R be an

observer located at (η, ρ) = (ηR,−∞) on the asymptotic boundary Σ. Consider sending a

signal at the speed of light from p to R. Then ∆τΣ = ∆τM, where ∆τΣ (∆τM) is the required

time on the asymptotic boundary Σ (in the bulk M) for R to receive the signal.

Statement C.1. Let p be a spacetime point with p : (τ, η, ρ) = (τp, ηp, ρ∗) and R be an

observer located at (η, ρ) = (ηR, ρ∗) on the end-of-the-world brane Q. Consider sending a

signal at the speed of light from p to R. Then ∆τQ = ∆τM, where ∆τΣ (∆τM) is the required

time on the brane Q (in the bulk M).

Statement D.1. Let p be a spacetime point with p : (τ, η, ρ) = (τp, ηp, ρ∗) on the end-of-the-

world brane Q and R be an observer located at (η, ρ) = (ηR,−∞) on the asymptotic boundary

Σ. Consider sending a signal at the speed of light from p to R. Then ∆τΣ∪Q > ∆τM, where

∆τΣ∪Q (∆τM) is the required time on Σ ∪Q (in the bulk M).

It is sufficient to consider the following four cases to show these statements. The first

case is that both p and R are on the brane but are not antipodal points. As we have already

discussed before, since a geodesic on the brane is also a geodesic in the bulk, there is no bulk

shortcut in this case. The second case is that both p and R are on the asymptotic boundary

but are not antipodal points. Similar to the first case, there is no bulk shortcut also in this

case. The third case is that p and R are antipodal points. In this case, one can find infinitely

many bulk geodesics which take the same time as the one on Q or Σ, but no one is faster.

Combining the above three cases, statement B.1, C.1 and are shown. The fourth case is

that p is on the brane and R is on the asymptotic boundary, but both of them are not on

∂Q = ∂Σ. In this case, one can always find a bulk geodesic which takes less time than that

takes for sending a signal via Q ∪ Σ. This is because the shortest path on Q ∪ Σ should

pass ∂Q = ∂Σ, which is singular from the bulk point of view. Therefore, a geodesic on the

boundary Q∪Σ is no longer a geodesic in the bulk in this case. Therefore, statement D.1 is

shown.
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Although we have only discussed the AdS3 case, the extension to general dimensions is

straightforward. If we write the metric of a pure AdSd+1 as

ds2 = −(r2 + 1)dτ 2 +
dr2

r2 + 1
+ r2dΩ2, (5.11)

where dΩ2 is the line element of Sd−1. Comparing this with that in the AdS3, we can see the

only difference is that the S1 parameterized by ϕ is replaced by Sd−1. If we regard all the

S1 structures that appeared in the above discussion as an equator of Sd−1, then everything

holds in a similar way to the AdS3 case.

5.4 Causal Structure in AdS/BCFT and Boundary Causality

In this section, we are going to discuss the causal structure in the AdS/BCFT correspondence,

and see that this structure is compatible with the causality and locality on the BCFT side.

Let us repeat our logic. Since a BCFT is a local quantum field theory, any information

propagating happening in this theory should not exceed the speed of light. In other words, one

should not be able to send a signal between spacelike separated points on a BCFT. However,

in the AdS/BCFT correspondence, this turns out to be a rather nontrivial statement on the

bulk gravity side. In fact, since the bottom-up construction of AdS/BCFT [6, 7] is just a

bottom-up one, it would not be so surprising even if the bulk dual betrayed our expectation.

The related statement to this topic is statement B. In this case, if we can successfully

statement B on the bulk gravity side, then it will provide further support for the bottom-up

construction of AdS/BCFT [6,7].

Since we have already shown statement B in the vacuum configuration in the previous

section, now we need to do is to consider the excited configurations. In practice, we would

like to show a Gao-Wald-like theorem in the AdS/BCFT case.

As the very first step, we would like to make an assumption about the manifold Σ on

which the BCFT is defined. After presenting the statement of the assumption, we will then

explain why this assumption is required by the physics associated with BCFT but not a

technical one.

The following assumption on Σ is taken from assumption 1 in our publication [27].

Assumption 1. (Σ, γij) can be mapped to R1,d−2 × [0,∞) or R1,d−2 × [0, l] via a Weyl trans-

formation

γij(x) → Ω2(x)γij(x), (5.12)
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where l is a constant.

While this assumption may seem to be too strong, let us explain the reason why it is

actually somehow required from the definition of BCFT. For doing so, one thing to emphasize

again is the definition of BCFT. While BCFT is a CFT defined on a manifold Σ with

boundaries, the inverse is not true. The point is that we require the theory to maximally

preserve the conformal symmetry, but not all the Σ are necessarily compatible with that.

Indeed, while 2D BCFT is quite well-studied [8], it is not answered yet what is the most

general class of manifolds which are compatible with a BCFT in higher dimensions. In fact,

so far, BCFT in higher dimensions are only discussed in R1,d−2×[0,∞) or R1,d−2×[0, l]. These

discussions should be able to be straightforwardly generalized to any manifold satisfying as-

sumption 1 via a conformal transformation. However, for more general shapes of boundaries,

it is not clear if one can impose a boundary condition which maximally preserves the confor-

mal symmetries. The Σ itself does not necessarily preserves the conformal symmetries as a

manifold after all.

Based on these arguments, we would like to impose the assumption 1 to the manifold Σ we

are considering. Although we have introduced this assumption from a physical motivation,

we will later see that this assumption plays an important role from a technical point of view.

Let us summarize the statement we would like to show as a theorem.

Theorem B.2. Let Σ a manifold satisfying assumption 1, and let M satisfy all the assump-

tions listed in theorem A.0, then for any two points p, q ∈ Σ, if p and q are not causally

connected on the asymptotic boundary Σ, then they are not causally connected in the bulk M
either.

The proof is as follows. The proof here is taken from section 4.2 in our publication [27]

with minimal modifications. The modifications are performed to match the notations in this

dissertation.

Proof. Consider the asymptotic boundary Σ. The region which can receive a signal through

the bulk M from p ∈ Σ is AΣ(p,M), and the region which can receive a signal through Σ is

its causal future J+
Σ (p). To prove theorem B.2, it is sufficient to show

∂AΣ(p,M) ⊆ J+
Σ (p). (5.13)

Let us firstly see how far we can go without assumption 1. First of all, we can perform

an embedding Σ ⊂ Σ′, M ⊂ M′ which satisfy
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• dim(Σ′) = dim(Σ) and dim(M′) = dim(M).

• M′ is a spacetime with a timelike asymptotic boundary M′ = Σ′.

• M′ satisfies the four conditions given in the Gao-Wald theorem A.0.

Then the Gao-Wald theorem is applicable to M′. A consequence is

AΣ′(p,M′) ∪ ∂AΣ′(p,M′) ⊆ J+
Σ′(p), (5.14)

for any point p ∈ Σ′. See [31] for details.

Let us try to derive (5.13) from (5.14). The way of embedding implies

AΣ(p,M) ⊆ (AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ) . (5.15)

Then we have

∂AΣ(p,M) ⊆ (AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ) ∪ ∂ (AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ)

= (AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ) ∪ (∂AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ) ∪ (AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ ∂Σ)
= [AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ (Σ ∪ ∂Σ)] ∪ (∂AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ)

= (AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ) ∪ (∂AΣ′(p,M′) ∩ Σ)

= (AΣ′(p,M′) ∪ ∂AΣ′(p,M′)) ∩ Σ

⊆
(
J+
Σ′(p) ∩ Σ

)
. (5.16)

Here, we used the property

R1 ⊆ R2 =⇒ ∂R1 ⊆ R2 ∪ ∂R2 (5.17)

in the first line, the identity relation

∂(R1 ∩R2) = (∂R1 ∩R2) ∪ (R1 ∩ ∂R2) (5.18)

in the second line, and

(X ∩ Z) ∪ (Y ∩ Z) = (X ∪ Y ) ∩ Z (5.19)

in the third line and the fifth line. We also used ∂Σ ⊂ Σ in the fourth line and (5.14) in the

last line.
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Since J+
Σ (p) ⊆ (J+

Σ′(p) ∩ Σ), in order to derive (5.13) from (5.16), we need to show

J+
Σ (p) = (J+

Σ′(p)∩Σ). However, this does not necessarily hold for general Σ. This is because

two points p, q ∈ Σ which can be causally connected through Σ′ is not always causally

connected through Σ.

So far, we have not used assumption 1 yet. Let us then see how assumption 1 can rescue

the situation.

Consider p, q ∈ ∂Σ connected by a null geodesic γ on ∂Σ, whose tangent vector is given

by u. The Gauss-Weingarten equation relates the covariant derivative D̃m̃ on ∂Σ and the

covariant derivative Di on Σ by

uiDiu
j = (um̃D̃m̃u

ñ)ej ñ − km̃ñu
m̃uñnj, (5.20)

where nj is the normal vector to ∂Σ, pointing toward the ambient space. For a geodesic on

∂Σ

um̃D̃m̃u
ñ = 0 , (5.21)

and hence

uiDiu
j = −km̃ñum̃uñnj. (5.22)

This will be a null geodesic in Σ if

km̃ñu
m̃uñ = 0 . (5.23)

Then we will show that (5.23) holds under assumption 1. For R1,d−2 × [0,∞) or R1,d−2 ×
[0, l], this is trivial. Now consider the Weyl transformation (5.12). Then the extrinsic curva-

ture km̃ñ transforms as

km̃ñ → k′m̃ñ =
1

Ω
km̃ñ + (ni∂iΩ)hm̃ñ = (ni∂iΩ)hm̃ñ . (5.24)

Here, k′m̃ñ is the extrinsic curvature defined on the manifold after the Weyl transformation

and hm̃ñ is the induced metric on ∂Σ. It turns out that the extrinsic curvature is proportional

to the induced metric. Therefore, (5.23) holds, i.e. any null geodesic on ∂Σ is also a null

geodesic on Σ.

Suppose two points p, q ∈ Σ are connected in Σ′ by a causal curve λp,q which has an

overlap with Σ′\Σ, then there exist p′, q′ ∈ ∂Σ such that

λp,q = λp,p′ + λp′,q′ ,+λq′,q, (5.25)
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and

λp,p′ , λq,q′ ∈ Σ. (5.26)

Furthermore, there exists a causal curve λ′p′,q′ ∈ ∂Σ which connects p′ and q′, otherwise, q′

would be outside of the light cone of p′ and lead to a contradiction with the fact that any

null geodesic on ∂Σ is also a null geodesic on Σ. In one word, any two points p, q ∈ Σ which

are causally connected through Σ′ must be causally connected through Σ, and hence

J+
Σ (p) = (J+

Σ′(p) ∩ Σ). (5.27)

Combining (5.27) with (5.16), we obtain (5.13). Therefore, theorem B.2 is shown.

Away from the technical details, let us qualitatively what is nontrivial in this proof, and

how assumption 1 plays an important role in it. In one word, the nontrivial point in gener-

alizing the Gao-Wald theorem to AdS/BCFT is that a portion of a larger manifold does not

necessarily inherit the causal structure of the original manifold. The most nontrivial events

happen at the vicinity of the boundary. The most important consequence of assumption 1

is it implies km̃ñu
m̃uñ = 0, which leads to the fact that all null geodesics on ∂Σ are also null

geodesics on Σ. This feature eventually allows us to embed the causal structure of the current

AdS/BCFT setup into a standard AdS/CFT setup which obeys the Gao-Wald theorem.

It would be interesting to note what will happen if we abandon the condition km̃ñu
m̃uñ =

0. There are roughly two cases. The first case is that, for any null vector um̃ on ∂Σ,

km̃ñu
m̃uñ ≤ 0. In this case, although a null geodesic on ∂Σ is not a null geodesic on Σ,

the shortest causal path which connects to points on the boundary is a null geodesic on Σ.

Therefore, setups in this case are relatively healthy. One may expect a generalization of the

Gao-Wald theorem even in this case, but there are more technical details to figure out. The

second case is that there exists a null vector um̃ on ∂Σ such that km̃ñu
m̃uñ > 0. This case is

more severe in the sense that, the shortest causal path which connects two points on ∂Σ is

in general not even a null geodesic on Σ. It would be interesting to understand what kind of

sick behaviors one will observe in such setups.

Let us end this section by commenting on the physical consequences of statement B, which

is supported by statement B.1 and theorem B.2. This suggests that one cannot causally

connect two spacelike separated points on Σ, which is a necessity for the BCFT defined
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on Σ to be a local theory. We have seen that statement B is very nontrivial on the bulk

gravity side. In this sense, we have provided further support to the bottom-up AdS/BCFT

construction.

5.5 Causal Structure and Nonlocality in the Intermediate Picture

In this section, we consider the causal structure in another bulk-boundary type duality in-

cluded in the double holography: the Karch-Randall brane-world holography. In other words,

we consider the duality between the bulk picture and the intermediate picture. Different from

the AdS/BCFT case, now our boundary manifold has two pieces: Q and Σ. Therefore, we

need to consider several different cases.

More precisely, we need to first consider the information propagation within the asymp-

totic boundary Σ. The statement associated with this case is B. Since we have already shown

statement B in the previous sections, we can move on to other cases.

The second case to consider is the information propagation within the end-of-the-world

braneQ. The statement associated with this case is C. Although we have already checked that

this is true for the vacuum configuration, we have not shown it in general cases. Therefore,

from now on, we would like to show statement C. We will see that the Neumann boundary

condition plays an important role in this case.

The question we would like to ask is if a null geodesic on Q is also a null geodesic in the

bulk manifold M. To do so, let us consider an arbitrary curve which lives on Q. Let us

denote its tangent vector as ua. According to the Gauss-Weingarten equation, the covariant

derivative Da defined on the brane Q and the covariant derivative ∇µ defined in the bulk M
have the following relation:

uµ∇µu
ν = −Kabu

aubnν + (uaDau
c)eνc. (5.28)

Here nν is the normal vector to the brane Q. Since we are taking the Neumann boundary

condition

Kab −Khab − Thab = 0, (5.29)

it is straightforward to find Kab ∝ hab. As a result, for a null curve on the brane, we have

uµ∇µu
ν = (uaDau

c)eνc. (5.30)
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This implies that, a null geodesic on the brane, and hence by definition uaDau
b = 0, is also

a null geodesic in the bulk M.

Therefore, one cannot find a causal shortcut in the bulk when sending a signal from a

point on the brane to another point on the brane. In other words, we have proven statement

C.

It is worth noting that the Neumann boundary condition imposed on the end-of-the-world

brane Q is almost the only condition we have used for showing statement C. This is very

different from the case of B. Also, note that the Neumann boundary condition also relies on

the assumption that there is no localized matter living on the brane. If there are localized

matter fields, then the story is slightly different. We will come back and discuss this point

later.

The last case we need to consider is to send a signal from Σ to Q or vice versa. This

is related to statement D. Although we have only checked this is true in the vacuum case,

it is easy to show it in general cases. The point is that, for a general AAdSd+1 with an

end-of-the-world brane, its asymptotic structure is the same as that of the vacuum config-

uration. On the other hand, the existence of causal shortcuts in this case comes from the

singular behavior occurring at the intersection between the end-of-the-world-brane Q and

the asymptotic boundary Σ. Therefore, the same statement should also be true for general

configurations as long as the asymptotic structure is unchanged.

Now we have shown all the statements B, C and D. If we consider the Karch-Randall

brane-world holography, the boundary theory is the intermediate picture of double holography

defined on Σ ∪ Q. From the three statements we have shown, perhaps the most important

feature of the effective theory in the intermediate picture is that, it must include effective

superluminal information propagation when considering sending a signal from Σ to Q or

vice versa. This is because there always exist two points which are spacelike separated on

Σ∪Q but causally connected in the bulk M. In fact, one can also explicitly confirm that the

commutator between local fields defined on two spacelike separated points on Σ ∪Q can be

nonvanishing from holographic computation (See section 6 of [27].). Since a local theory with

local Poincaré symmetry cannot contain superluminal effects, and the current intermediate

picture does not seem to break the local Poincaré symmetry, the effective theory defined on

Σ ∪Q is expected to be nonlocal.

As we have reviewed in the introduction part, since the intermediate picture is expected
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to reflect the quantum nature of gravity, we would like to understand this nonlocality as a

property of quantum gravity.

From this point of view, the next question to ask is how one can get a nonlocal effective

theory from a local gravitational action when taking the quantum effects into consideration.

The phenomenon we observed might be natural if one considers the path integral formalism

of quantum gravity. In the path integral formalism, one needs to sum over all possible

geometries with a given boundary condition. Therefore, one needs to consider a superposition

over different geometries. As a result, if one would like to approximate the whole path integral

as an effective theory on the most dominating geometry, then the fluctuation of the geometry

may appear as a nonlocal term. This phenomenon is in fact not strange since there exist

known examples. One famous example is a T T̄ -deformed CFT. It is known that a T T̄ -

deformed CFT can be written as a sum over random geometries or as a nonlocal theory

defined on a fixed geometry [61]. In the double holography case, a more precise question is

how one can derive effective nonlocal action using gravitational path integrals. It is worth

noting that one can observe similar effects in the canonical formalism of quantum gravity [62].

5.6 Comments on Causal Structures in Other Holographic Setups

Till now, we have discussed the causal structure in double holography. We have found that

the causal structure in the bulk picture is compatible with causality and locality in the BCFT

picture, by considering AdS/BCFT as a bulk-boundary type duality. On the other hand, for

the Karch-Randall holography to be compatible with the bulk causal structure, there must

exist effective superluminal phenomena in the intermediate picture, i.e. the boundary theory

of the Karch-Randall brane-world holography.

In the procedure of proving statements B, C, D, we find that there are various mechanisms

which are crucial to determining the causal structures.

First of all, if one wants to show that two spacelike separated points on the asymptotic

boundary are also spacelike separated in the bulk gravity, one needs to use a Gao-Wald-like

argument, which requires ANEC and other conditions in the bulk gravity.

On the other hand, if one pushes the manifold on which a “boundary theory” is defined

into the bulk from the asymptotic boundary, since the Gao-Wald-like argument will be bro-

ken, two spacelike separated points on this manifold can in general be causally connected in

the bulk.
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However, if the boundary manifold is an end-of-the-world brane, then the bulk shortcuts

are magically avoided thanks to the Neumann boundary condition imposed on the brane.

With the Neumann boundary condition on the brane, one can show that a null geodesic on

the brane must also be a null geodesic in the bulk. Therefore, two spacelike points on the

brane are not causally connected in the bulk. It is somehow surprising that this argument

does not put requirements such as ANEC on the bulk gravity side.

In a bulk-boundary type duality, once two spacelike separated points on the boundary

side can be causally connected in the bulk, then the effective theory defined on the boundary

side must be nonlocal.

Based on the above observations, let us comment on the causal structures and locality in

some other holographic correspondences.

5.6.1 T T̄ -deformed CFT/cutoff AdS correspondence

As the very first example, let us consider the holography associated with the T T̄ -deformed

CFT [61,63,64]. It is known that the holographic dual of such a theory is an AdS gravity with

a finite radial cutoff. Different from the standard AdS/CFT correspondence, the boundary

theory does not live on the asymptotic boundary, but on the finite cutoff surface [65].

As we have explained above, once one pushes the manifold on which the boundary is

defined into the bulk from the asymptotic boundary, the Gao-Wald theorem does not work

anymore, and one in general can find causal shortcuts in the bulk.

Indeed, people have found explicit causal shortcuts [65–67] in previous research. This

then implies the boundary theory in this holographic correspondence should be nonlocal,

and indeed it is already known that the T T̄ -deformed theory is nonlocal [61]. In fact, one

can even confirm that the effective information propagation speed on the two sides is equal in

this correspondence [65]. In this sense, T T̄ -deformed CFT/cutoff AdS correspondence serves

as a perfect example which reflects the spirit explained at the beginning of this section.

5.6.2 Randall-Sundrum brane-world holography

In this dissertation, we mainly consider the end-of-the-world branes with tension−(d−1)/L <

T < (d − 1)/L. In this regime, the brane intersects the asymptotic boundary in a timelike

way, and the brane itself describes an AdS universe. As we have already introduced, this is

called the Karch-Randall brane-world holography.
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On the other hand, there is also the Randall-Sundrum brane-world holography [33, 34]

where the brane tension is |T | ≥ (d − 1)/L. More precisely, |T | = (d − 1)/L describes flat

branes and |T | > (d − 1)/L describes dS branes. These kinds of brane-world models are

widely studied from phenomenological motivation.

One may wonder causal structures in the Randall-Sundrum brane-world holography. In

fact, if there is no localized matter on the branes, then although the tension of the brane is

different from the Karch-Randall case, the boundary condition imposed on the brane is the

same Neumann-type boundary condition. As a result, one will find similar results to that we

found in the KR case, i.e. two spacelike separated points on the dS/flat brane-world are also

spacelike separated in the bulk, and there is no bulk shortcut [68].

5.6.3 Brane-worlds with localized matter

As the last example, let us consider brane-worlds with localized matter on it. We will still

take the Neumann boundary condition, but in this case the boundary condition is modified

by the existence of the matter field:

Kab −Khab − Thab + 8πGNT
Q
ab = 0 , (5.31)

where TQab is the (localized) matter stress-energy tensor on the brane. From this boundary

condition, we can immediately find

Kab = − 1

d− 1
Thab − 8πGN

(
TQab −

TQ

d− 1
hab

)
. (5.32)

If the NEC

TQabu
aub ≥ 0 . (5.33)

is imposed on the brane, we will get

Kabu
aub = −8πGNT

Q
abu

aub ≤ 0 , (5.34)

which implies that the brane is concave in the null direction. In this case, null geodesics in

the bulk connect spacelike separated points on the brane. Application of this statement to

cosmology is discussed in [68].
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6 Pseudo Entropy and its Application

In this chapter, we present a generalization of entanglement entropy to the post-selection

setups. Before doing that, we would like to introduce the original motivation why we would

like to introduce it by asking a simple question in AdS/CFT. We will then present its basic

properties and some of its applications to quantum many-body systems. This chapter is

based on a part of [21,23,26].

6.1 More General Minimal Surfaces in AdS/CFT

In section 2.4, we have explained how to compute the entanglement entropy in a holographic

CFT using its gravity dual, when the setup is static. In general, this prescription can be

applied when the setup is Euclidean time reflection symmetric. It turns out that the entan-

glement entropy can be computed via the RT formula from a class of minimal surfaces in the

gravity dual, which are codimension-two, anchor on the asymptotic boundary, and sit in a

Euclidean time reflection symmetric slice.

These minimal surfaces which give the entanglement entropy are in a very special class.

From the point of view of the AdS side, we would like to understand what are the correspond-

ing quantities for more general surfaces on the CFT side. To this end, let us first consider

the most simple generalization: we consider codimension-two surfaces that anchor on the

asymptotic boundary but do not necessarily sit in a Euclidean time reflection symmetric

slice. In other words, we would like to consider Euclidean setups where the time reflection

symmetry is broken.

In the language of Euclidean path integral, the time reflection symmetry plays an impor-

tant role in the sense that it guarantees the two sides of the time slice give the bra and the

ket for the same state. Therefore, when computing correlation functions on this time slice,

one can get the expectation value for this state.

On the other hand, if we consider a time slice without Euclidean time reflection symmetry,

we will be considering the case where the bra and the ket are in general different. Therefore,

we would like to introduce an entropy-like quantity associated with such a setup to answer

our original question. This leads to the introduction of pseudo entropy in the following.
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6.2 Definition and Basic Properties of Pseudo Entropy

Before defining the pseudo entropy, let us firstly define transition matrices from two pure

states. For two pure quantum states |ψ⟩ and |φ⟩ that are not orthogonal to each other, we

can consider the following normalized matrix

T ψ|φ ≡ |ψ⟩⟨φ|
⟨φ|ψ⟩ . (6.1)

This matrix corresponds to a post-selection experiment [69] where one prepares an initial

state |ψ⟩, performs some operations on it, and then post-selects the final state to |φ⟩. We

call T ψ|φ a transition matrix.

Then let us consider dividing the whole system into A and B. Accordingly, the Hilbert

space will be able to be written as H = HA ⊗ HB. It is then straightforward to introduce

the reduced transition matrix as T ψ|φ
A ≡ TrB

[
T ψ|φ].

Let us work on the reduced transition matrix. We can introduce a Rényi entropy-like

quantity as

S(n)(T ψ|φ
A ) ≡

log Tr
[
(T ψ|φ
A )n

]
1− n

, (6.2)

where n is an integer greater than 1.

Taking the n→ 1 limit, one will get a von Neumann entropy-like quantity given by

S(T ψ|φ
A ) = −Tr

(
T ψ|φ
A log T ψ|φ

A

)
. (6.3)

There are several subtle points in this definition, but we would like to omit the discussion

since we will not encounter those subtle points throughout this dissertation. One can see

appendix A in [21] for more details.

Note that since a transition matrix is in general not Hermitian, its eigenvalues are not

necessarily real. Therefore, the pseudo entropy is in general complex. Besides, although we

defined the pseudo entropy as an entropy-like quantity, we cannot call it entropy because it

does not satisfy all the axioms required for an entropy such as convexity. In fact, this is the

reason why we call it pseudo entropy.

Let us then move on to see some basic properties of pseudo (Rényi) entropy. It is easy to

prove the following basic properties for n ∈ R+.
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First of all, if |ψ⟩ is a product state with respect to H = HA⊗HB, then the pseudo Rényi

entropy is zero, i.e. S(n)(T ψ|φ
A ) = 0. The is because when |ψ⟩ = |ψ′⟩A|ψ′′⟩B, one can find(

T ψ|φ
A

)n
= T ψ|φ

A .

Second, if Tr(T ψ|φ
A )n and all eigenvalues of T ψ|φ

A are in C\R−, then S(n)(T ψ|φ
A ) = S(n)(T φ|ψ

A )∗.

This follows directly from the relation T ψ|φ =
[
T φ|ψ]†.

Finally, one can easily find that the pseudo (Rényi) entropy is symmetric with respect to

bipartitions, i.e. S(n)(T ψ|φ
A ) = S(n)(T ψ|φ

B ).

6.3 Pseudo Entropy in Ising Model

As an application of the pseudo entropy, we would like to show a relation between pseudo

entropy and quantum phase transitions in quantum many-body systems. As a concrete

example, let us consider a transverse Ising spin chain model. More precisely, let us consider

one with N spins labeled by j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 and the periodic boundary condition. The

Hamiltonian of such a model is given by

H = −J
N−1∑
j=0

σzjσ
z
j+1 − h

N−1∑
j=0

σxj , (6.4)

Here σzi is the Pauli operator associated with the i-th spin. We take the convention where

the eigenvalues of the Pauli operators are ±1.

Let us consider the ground state of such an Ising spin chain. Let us denote the ground

state as |Ω(J,h)⟩. By changing the parameters (J, h), we can realize a class of ground states,

and there is a quantum phase transition happening here [70]. More precisely, noting that the

ratio J/h is the only physical freedom, the quantum critical point sits at J = h. J > h is the

ferromagnetic phase. On the other hand, J < h is the paramagnetic phase.

Let us pick up two sets of (J, h) and denote them as (J1, h1) and (J2, h2), respectively.

We consider the transition matrix defined as

T 1|2 =
|Ω(J1,h1)⟩⟨Ω(J2,h2)|
⟨Ω(J2,h2)|Ω(J1,h1)⟩

. (6.5)

Besides, let us denote ρ1 = |Ω(J1,h1)⟩⟨Ω(J1,h1)| and ρ2 = |Ω(J2,h2)⟩⟨Ω(J2,h2)|. Divide the spin

chain into two parts, pick up A as a single interval with NA spins, and consider the entan-

glement entropy and pseudo entropy associated with A. Some numerical results are shown

below. Note that the python package quspin [71] was used in our computation.
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Figure 9: Pseudo entropy (blue) and averaged entanglement entropy (orange) for a single

interval A. Here, the total spin number is N = 16, the interval length is NA = 8. Also,

we normalize the parameter h as h1 = h2 = 1. We set J1 = 2 (left), J1 = 1 (middle) and

J1 = 1/2 (right). The value of J2 is shown in the horizontal axis. The plots are taken from

figure 5 in our publication [23].

There are two key observations in the numerical results. The first one is that the difference

∆S12 = S(τ
1|2
A ) − S(ρ1A)+S(ρ2A)

2
is always negative, i.e. ∆S12 ≤ 0 when the two ground states

|ΩJ1,h1⟩ and |ΩJ2,h2⟩ are in the same phase. The second observation is that the difference

∆S12 can be positive if |ΩJ1,h1⟩ and |ΩJ2,h2⟩ are in different phases. Therefore, from these

two observations, one may expect that the pseudo entropy can serve as an order parameter

for distinguishing two different phases.

In fact, although we have only shown the transverse Ising model as an example, we have

also confirmed that the same phenomenon also happens in the quantum XY model which

has a much richer phase structure. See [26] for more details.
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7 Spacelike Boundaries, dS Branes and Holography

Till now, we have mainly worked in variations of BCFT in Lorentzian signatures with timelike

boundaries, as well as gravity duals associated with them. On the other hand, Lorentzian

CFT with spacelike boundaries are hardly ever discussed in the literature. There are two

reasons with respect to this point.

The first one is that field theories with spacelike boundaries are hard to analyze. For

example, BCFTs are originally formulated as Euclidean theories, and by analytic continuation

of the Euclidean time to a real time, one can easily get BCFTs with timelike boundaries.

However, BCFT1 with spacelike boundaries cannot be obtained in this way.

The second reason is that we usually do not have sufficient motivation to consider BCFT

with spacelike boundaries. In most cases when we use path integral to discuss quantum

systems, our purposes are usually to get some information about a specific (possibly mixed)

state. However, when introducing a spacelike boundary or more in a Lorentzian setup, the

path integral will in general no more simulate a density matrix but a transition matrix. To

see this point, let us take a QFT defined on a half of R1,1 parameterized by (t, x) where

t ∈ [0,∞) and x ∈ (−∞,∞). Let us denote the boundary state we impose at t = 0 as |B⟩. If
we take the time slice t = t0, then the ket realized on it by the path integral over 0 < t < t0

is e−iHt0 |B⟩, where H is the Hamiltonian, and the bra realized on it by the path integral

over t0 < t is the ground state ⟨0|.
In this chapter, we will see that BCFT with spacelike boundaries can be straightforwardly

realized by slightly generalizing the gravity setup of AdS/BCFT. Due to the nature that

a BCFT with spacelike boundaries realizes a transition matrix but not a density matrix,

entropy-like quantities computed in these setups should be interpreted as pseudo entropy

but not entanglement entropy. We will also discuss this point in specific models. This

chapter is based on a part of our publications [22].

7.1 Generalizing AdS/BCFT

To begin with, let us consider a BCFT defined on a Euclidean disk with radius r. Let us

use (w, w̄) to parameterize the BCFT. Then the disk is given by ww̄ ≤ r2. By solving the

1It is not necessarily proper to call a CFT defined on a manifold with spacelike boundaries a BCFT.

However, we would like to just call them BCFT in the following with a little bit abuse of terminology.
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equation of motion, it is straightforward to find that the metric in its gravity dual is given

by the Poincaré metric

ds2 =
dwdw̄ + dz2

z2
(7.1)

and the brane profile is given by

ww̄ + (z − rsinh[arctanh(T )])2 = (rcosh[arctanh(T )])2 (7.2)

where T is the brane tension. For simplicity, we fixed the AdS radius L to be 1.

Let us introduce a new set of parameters such that

T =
α

β
, (7.3)

r2 = β2 − α2, (7.4)

then the brane profile can be rewritten as

ww̄ + (z − α)2 = β2. (7.5)

It is straightforward to see that the intersection between the brane profile and the asymptotic

boundary is

ww̄ = β2 − α2 = r2. (7.6)

If we regard w ≡ x+ iτ and perform the analytic continuation τ = it, then the boundary of

the BCFT turns into

x2 − t2 = β2 − α2 > 0, (7.7)

which is timelike in the Lorenzian setup.

This is a standard AdS/BCFT setup where −1 < T < 1. Then a natural question to ask

is what if we consider the case where |T | > 1. In this case, in the Lorentzian setup, the brane

will intersect the asymptotic boundary at

x2 − t2 = β2 − α2 < 0, (7.8)

which turns out to be spacelike. If we go back to the Euclidean setup, one will find that the

brane Q floats in the bulk and does not intersects the asymptotic boundary. In this sense, the
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CFT description stays to be mysterious. However, we can apply the gravity dual to analyze

the BCFT with spacelike boundaries!

Moreover, the brane Q turns out to be dS but not AdS in this case [72], which suggests

that the current setup should be useful to study dS holography. This provides us a strong

motivation to investigate such setups.

7.2 Holographic Pseudo Entropy

In this section, let us compute the pseudo entropy associated with the holographic BCFT

with spacelike boundaries introduced in the previous section.

To be concrete and for simplicity, let us consider a half-infinite subsystem A = [a,∞)

with just one endpoint at x = a. Similar to the holographic entanglement entropy case, the

holographic pseudo entropy in this setup can be evaluated as

SA =
Area(ΓA)

4GN

, (7.9)

in the corresponding Euclidean setup. Here, ΓA is a geodesic which connects (τ, x, z) =

(τ, a, ϵ) and the end-of-the-world brane Q. There are many such geodesics, but we take the

one with the shortest length as ΓA.

Let us consider the case where the end-of-the-world brane looks like a bubble, and the

physical region is taken as the outside of the bubble:

x2 + τ 2 + (z − α)2 ≥ β2. (7.10)

See figure 10 for a sketch. Accordingly, what we need to do is to find out and evaluate the

shortest geodesic which connects (τ, x, z) = (τ, a, ϵ) and the brane Q.

Thanks to the rotational symmetry of the current setup, we can consider a simple case

where τ = 0 without loss of generality. In this case, considering the reflection symmetry with

respect to τ = 0, the minimal geodesic ΓA should lie in the τ = 0 slice.

First of all, for an arbitrary point (τ, x, z) = (0, ξ, ζ), note that the distance between

(τ, x, z) = (0, a, ϵ), (0, ξ, ζ) is given by

cosh−1

(
(a− ξ)2 + ζ2 + ϵ2

2ϵζ

)
≃ log

(
(a− ξ)2 + ζ2

ϵζ

)
. (7.11)

Since we would like to look for the minimal geodesic which ends on x2 + τ 2 + (z − α2) = β2,

we would like to restrict (τ, x, z) = (0, ξ, ζ) on it. In this case, it is straightforward to find
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z

τ
x

Figure 10: A sketch of the Euclidean counterpart of the gravity dual of a BCFT with spacelike

boundaries. The end-of-the-world brane Q is shown in blue. The physical region is that

outside of the bubble Q. On the other hand, the region inside the bubble is excluded.

that

Area(ΓA) = log

(
a2 + α2 − β2

(α + β)ϵ

)
, (7.12)

which is realized at

ξ =
2aβ(α + β)

a2 + (α + β)2
, (7.13)

ζ =
(α + β)(a2 + α2 − β2)

a2 + (α + β)2
. (7.14)

Considering the rotation symmetry of the current setup, if we set the edge of the subsystem

A at (τ, x, z) = (τ, a, ϵ), then we can find,

Area(ΓA) = log

(
τ 2 + a2 + α2 − β2

(α + β)ϵ

)
. (7.15)

Accordingly, the holographic pseudo entropy is evaluated as

SA =
Area(ΓA)

4GN

∣∣∣∣
τ=it

=
c

6
log

(−t2 + a2 + α2 − β2

(α + β)ϵ

)
. (7.16)

In this way, we have not only extended BCFT to those with spacelike boundaries, but also

succeeded to evaluate its holographic pseudo entropy using the holographic dual. See [24]

for more analyses on BCFT setups with spacelike boundaries, the evaluation of holographic

pseudo entropy and their relations with the black hole singularity.
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8 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this dissertation, we presented various developments of AdS/BCFT and quantum informa-

tion related to holography. After reviewing the general backgrounds, we started by discussing

generalizations of BCFT and their gravity duals with time like boundaries. The first is the

moving mirror setups where the boundaries have a time-independent trajectory in chapter 3.

We presented a conformal map method which relates complicated moving mirror setups to

simple ones in CFT. We also explained how moving mirror setups can be related to realistic

evaporating black holes in dynamical gravity using the language of double holography. After

that, we move on to another setup arising from AdS/BCFT with timelike boundaries called

the wedge holography in chapter 4. The wedge holography is constructed by introducing

two end-of-the-world branes which are parallel to each other on the bulk side. This causes a

dimensional reduction on the boundary side, which brings the original BCFTd to a CFTd−1.

We also presented holographic computations of CFT quantities from the bulk gravity side.

In chapter 5, we discussed an important feature in Lorentzian setups, the causal structure.

Focusing on the two bulk-boundary-type dualities in the double holography, we first showed

that the causal structure in the bulk picture is compatible with causality and locality in the

BCFT picture. This is a generalization of the Gao-Wald theorem [31] with the presence of

boundaries, and provides further support to the bottom-up AdS/BCFT construction. Then

we pointed out that the causal structure in the bulk picture implies that there exist intrinsic

superluminal effects in the intermediate picture in Karch-Randall brane-world holography. In

chapter 6, we introduced a new quantum informational quantity called pseudo entropy with a

motivation coming from holography. We then saw that pseudo entropy is useful even outside

of the holography context. As a concrete example, we showed its usefulness for distinguishing

different quantum phases. In chapter 7, we first explained why field theories with spacelike

boundaries are difficult to analyze and usually considered to be less interesting. We then

showed that BCFT with spacelike boundaries can be easily realized on the gravity side of the

AdS/BCFT correspondence. Furthermore, such setups can be related to dS brane-worlds via

double holography, which gives us a strong motivation to study them. We showed a simple

concrete construction and computed the pseudo entropy associated with the setup.

There are many intriguing future directions for the topics discussed in this dissertation.

We will discuss some of them in the following.
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Conformal Bootstrap and AdS/BCFT

In this dissertation, we have seen that double holography plays an important role in

the study of quantum gravity recently. Double holography has three equivalent pictures:

the bulk picture which is often taken to the semiclassical limit, the BCFT picture, and the

intermediate picture which reflects many features of quantum gravity. However, the only

UV-complete picture is the BCFT picture. Therefore, it is expected that studying the BCFT

picture will lead us to a deeper understanding of quantum gravity. The conformal bootstrap

is a powerful method to study conformal field theories. Conformal field theories have a lot

of symmetries that allow one to fix many quantities with a small number of inputs using

self-consistency conditions. This is called the conformal bootstrap. Obviously, the conformal

bootstrap is also a powerful method in BCFT. Therefore, it is natural to expect that using

conformal bootstrap to study AdS/BCFT will be useful to study quantum gravity.

There is another more straightforward but important motivation to study the confor-

mal bootstrap in AdS/BCFT. In AdS/BCFT, because of the existence of the end-of-the-

world branes in the bulk, the gravity side becomes more complicated compared to standard

AdS/CFT. In the semiclassical limit, the gravity dual of the field theory is the solution of

the Einstein equation which minimizes the gravitational action. While finding a solution to

the Einstein equation may be not so hard, it is in general nontrivial to judge if the found

solution is the minimal one. Therefore, one may make a mistake to identify a fake solution

as the gravity dual of a given BCFT, which can lead to various mysterious observations. On

the other hand, there is no such ambiguity on the BCFT side. Therefore, bootstrapping on

the BCFT side can also help us avoid confusion on the gravity side.

A bootstrap program in AdS/BCFT has been initiated by us in [51]. In [51], we apply

the conformal bootstrap on the BCFT side to several mysterious points in AdS/BCFT. For

example, we show that self-intersections [73,74] of the end-of-the-world brane do not happen

on the gravity side in AdS3/BCFT2. We have already obtained many important results

by solving the most basic bootstrap equation. It is expected that one will get more useful

information by solving other bootstrap equations.

Causality and Brane-world Holography

One result we discussed in section 5 is that the intermediate picture should include an

intrinsic superluminal effect in order to be compatible with the causal structure in the bulk

picture. There are two ways to understand this result, depending on whether one considers
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this superluminal effect as physical or not.

The reason that one may take the first stance is that the intermediate picture is known to

capture quantum features of gravity such as the island structures [10]. In this case, we need

to understand in which sense one may observe a superluminal effect in quantum gravity. We

note that observing an effective superluminal signal does not mean the underlying UV theory

breaks causality. In fact, there always exists ambiguity to define the background geometry

and locality in a quantum theory of gravity [75]. From this stance, it would be important

to understand how to derive effective superluminal propagation in formulations other than

holography.

The reason that one may take the second stance is that the Karch-Randall brane-world

holography is after all a bottom-up model. Therefore, we should not expect everything to

go right in it. An important development that takes this stance is [76]. In [76], the authors

constructed a top-down model of double holography. In particular, they constructed not

only a bulk picture but also an intermediate picture for a common BCFT, which comprises

4D N = 4 super Yang-Mills on a half space coupled to a 3D super symmetric CFT on its

boundary. In its bulk dual, the spacetime can be divided into an AdS5 region and an AdS4

region. They found that if one naively regards the AdS4 region as the gravitational region

one would find in an intermediate picture, then one again finds causal shortcuts in the bulk,

as we observed in the bottom-up setups. On the other hand, their intermediate picture is

constructed by firstly dividing the BCFT4 into an SCFT3 and the other part artificially,

then applying AdS4/CFT3 to the SCFT3 part. They argued that the intermediate picture

they constructed does not contain any superluminal effects by construction. However, they

pointed out that the AdS4 geometry they obtained in their intermediate picture does not

match the AdS4 geometry in their bulk picture, which may suggest that the Karch-Randall

holography is not exact. From this stance, we need to understand to what extent the Karch-

Randall holography is true. Some features of Karch-Randall holography, such as the massive

nature of graviton [9,41], will not be changed even if it is not exact. On the other hand, there

are also many arguments and results which heavily rely on the exact matching of the brane

geometries on the two sides (see e.g. [77–79]). However, one thing important to point out

is that one should be able to construct different kinds of intermediate pictures, and the one

constructed in [76] is just one specific example. It would also be interesting to understand

the relation between different intermediate pictures.
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dS Holography and Quantum Measurement

In section 7, we have seen that considering an analytic continuation on the bulk gravity

side of AdS/BCFT not only gives a straightforward way to realize BCFT with spacelike

boundaries but also gives us a strong motivation to study such setups. While it is still not

clear how to extract information on the dS branes in such setups, we expect that they will

provide useful hints.

Another important physical meaning associated with spacelike boundaries that we did

not explicitly discuss in the main text is spacelike boundaries realize the most simple type of

quantum measurements, the forced measurements. While measurement is one of the most im-

portant ingredients in quantum theory, it is hardly ever explicitly discussed in quantum field

theories and quantum gravity, partially because it is difficult to treat in these systems. On

the other hand, in recent years, people have started to introduce the effect of measurements

into quantum many-body systems and found many interesting structures [80–82]. Therefore,

it would be intriguing to study the relation between measurements and BCFTs with spacelike

boundaries, though these setups are extremely simple. Through AdS/BCFT, these may also

give us hints on how to treat measurements in quantum gravity.
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